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Educators excited 
over defeat of 2, 3 
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) -Ohio educa- 
tors were enthusiastic yesterday after 
voter rejection of two statewide anti- 
tax measures and an unusually high 
approval rate for local school tax 
levies. 
"We're doing about as well as any- 
one can ever do," assistant state 
school Superintendent Robert Bowers 
said, "and perhaps a little better." 
In addition to rejecting Issues 2 and 
3 - which school officials had said 
would force major spending cuts if 
approved - voters OK'd 50.3 percent 
of school-related money issues on 
Tuesday's ballot 
Bowers said 77 of 153 local school 
money issues were approved. The 
passage rate was the second best for a 
November election in the last decade, 
exceeded only by a 53 percent margin 
in November 1977. 
He said 19 of 32 new emergency tax 
levies were approved along with two 
of three renewals; 22 of 47 continuing 
levies; 24 of 51 capital improvement 
or permanent improvement mea- 
sures and 10 of 20 bond issues. 
Ohio Education Association Presi- 
dent Don Wilson said rejection of the 
anti-tax measures will provide 
schools with a predictable source of 
state funding. He said the high appro- 
val rate for district levies snows tax- 
payers  recognize local support is 
needed as well. 
"I'M PLEASED considering the 
fact that we had the other statewide 
issues on the ballot," Wilson said of 
the 50.3 percent passage rate. 
The OEA chief had actively cam- 
paigned against Issues 2 and 3, which 
would have repealed the 90 percent 
income tax increase and made it 
more difficult to raise taxes in the 
future. His organization was a major 
contributor to the Committee For 
Ohio, which spearheaded opposition 
to the measures. 
"The Committee For Ohio felt very 
strongly that a good turnout would 
help us, and I think that was proven," 
Wilson said. 
Secretary of State Sherrod Brown's 
office said at least 3.3 million of Ohio's 
5.8 million voters cast ballots, exceed- 
ing the predicted turnout of about 3.2 
million. 
A 9-mill levy was narrowly ap- 
proved for Cleveland schools, the first 
time a school levy had passed in that 
district in 13 years. 
It will provide city schools with an 
additional $33 million annually, off- 
setting a projected 1964 deficit of $13 
million. 
Reaction to crisis 
Suicide motives vary 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
reporter  
Editor's Note: This Is the tint of a 
three-part aeries dealing with suicide. 
Part taw deals with what motivates a 
sereoa to commit saieMe. 
Every year, 25,000 Americans com- 
mit suicide to escape their problems. 
That is one successful suicide every 20 
seconds, according to statistics sup- 
plied by Marvin Kumler, associate 
professor of psychology. 
For persons aged IS to 24, suicide 
ranks second only to accidents as a 
means of death, Kumler said. 
However, Kumler believes suicide 
ranks second in this age group be- 
cause young people do not die of the 
diseases associated with older age. A 
college suicide gets more attention 
than a suicide in society because 
there are more people tied into a 
student's daily life, Kumler said. 
Although college students face the 
considerable stresses and pressures 
of going through a transitional stage 
of life, the things that motivate stu- 
dents to commit suicide are common 
throughout society, Kumler said. 
"The problems faced by students 
are not so terribly different from 
other 'real people.' Students 
face... a different set of problems, 
but their reactions are the same any- 
one else would have," Kumler said. 
BECAUSE every person reacts dif- 
ferently to different pressures and 
different crisis situations, there is no 
simple assessment of why people be- 
come suicidal, he said. 
"About the only summary 
statement that can be made... is that 
it is a disease of hope," he said. "As a 
common denominator I'd point to 
depression, but there are more com- 
plications than that. 
"It is rare for a person to be crazy 
and commit suicide for that reason 
(impulsively.) Suicide is more often a 
conscious and deliberate response," 
Kumler said. 
"One thing that makes suicide look 
tempting is that it's a way out (of a 
problem)," Dr. Thomas Attig, chair- 
man of the philosophy department, 
said. 
Most suicide attempts are In re- 
sponse to a crisis situation, which 
often has been preceded or followed 
by a period of depression. Typically, 
the suicide victim's thoughts become 
obsessive at which point death, con- 
ceptualized in Western society as a 
deep sleep, looks preferable to the 
person's present situation, Kumler 
said. 
"WHEN YOU are in a situation 
where you are hurting real bad, you 
become hopeless. These people don't 
want to be dead, they just want to stop 
hurting," Attig said. 
The potential target for suicide is 
anyone who has been subject to pro- 
longed disruptive distress. Noticeable 
symptoms for the suicidal person are 
any relatively abrupt and unex- 
plained change in behavior or a long 
period of depression, Kumler said. 
"Anytime there is a suicide... th- 
reat, it should be treated seriously 
because the consequences of being 
wrong are so awful,   Kumler said. 
University students can get coun- 
seling several places. The Link, a 
telephone information and referral 
center, handles emergency suicide 
r-ml\Ml while the student counseling 
center, psychological services depart- 
ment, and the student wellness center 
all offer free counseling services. 
Screaming Eagles bg news staff/Can Lee Cifani 
Members of the 101st Air Assault Division, also known as the Screaming 
Eagles, demonstrated rappelling from a transportation helicopter yesterday. 
The Screaming Eagles, from Fort Campbell, Kentucky, are the only Air Assault 
division in the U.S. Army. A total of four members can rappel from the 
helicopter. This helicopter Is currently being replaced by the Black Hawk from 
which eight members can rappel. The techniques which were demonstrated are 
used to drop soldiers Into a zone that is not under fire. 
Columbus expecting 
Test tube baby late 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) -Columbus' 
first test-tube baby is overdue and 
could be delivered this week at The 
Ohio State University Hospitals. 
Dr. Grant Schmidt, a member of 
the hospital's in-vitro fertilization 
program, said the baby is overdue 
by a couple of days already." 
If the mother does not deliver natu- 
rally soon, "well have to make a 
decision whether to take the baby by 
Caesarean section or by Inducing 
labor," Schmidt said. "We hope we 
wont have to do either." 
Mt. Sinai Hospital in Cleveland re- 
ported the state's first test-tube baby 
was born there Saturday. The Univer- 
sity team, led by Dr. Moon Kim, 
performs three or four operations a 
week to impregnate previously infer- 
tile women. 
"We're extremely pleased with the 
way things are going," Schmidt said. 
"Right now, we have a 17 percent 
success rate. Overall, that's equiva- 
lent to anywhere else the procedure Is 
being done. 
"We're also continuing to do a lot of 
laboratory work with animals to im- 
prove our techniques. We will have 
about one birth a month from here on 
out." 
In- vitro - a La tin phrase for in glass 
- fertilization involves surgical re- 
moval of eggs from one of toe moth- 
er's ovaries. 
Disgusted mom goes on strike 
BRYAN, Texas (AP) -When Elaine 
Beaird told her husband and five kids 
they better not mess with mom, she 
meant business. 
For three months, Mrs. Beaird had 
been threatening her family that 
they'd better start picking up after 
themselves or she'd go on strike. On 
Halloween night, the wet towels and 
clothes strewn around the bathroom 
broke her patience. 
Now a sign across the front porch 
reads, "Mom on strike. Pick up or 
pack up." 
"I'm their mother and not their 
maid," said Mrs. Beaird, 36, who 
manages a store in a Bryan shopping 
mall. "Other people go on strike to get 
what they want, so why can't a mama 
do ft?" 
Before the strike, Mrs. Beaird said 
she arose at 5 a.m., washed three 
loads of clothes, cooked breakfast and 
cleaned the four-bedroom house be- 
fore going to work. Now she's sworn 
off cooking, cleaning, ironing and 
laundry. 
One daughter, 13-year-old Dawn, 
said the Idea may catch on. Her best 
friend's mother has threatened to 
follow suit if her own household 
doesn't shape up. 
Eight-year-old Chad is unconcerned 
and estimates the sign "will probably 
go on for about a month, unto we 
straighten up our act" 
As lor 34-year-old Jerry Beaird. he 
says he sympathizes with his wife - 
but doesn't much care for eating his 
own cooking. 
Ohio students happy 
with Issue 1 's failure 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Whether it 
was in Athens or Columbus, reaction 
was similar on the defeat of an effort 
to raise the minimum age for drinking 
beer in Ohio. 
Though he expressed surprise at 
the vote, spokesman Gary Mussel- 
man of the Athens Restaurant and 
Tavern Owners Association in the 
home dty of Ohio University specu- 
lated that recent U.S. military action 
in Beirut may have influenced voters. 
Mussellman said be was surprised 
by the vote and that "as late as 
yesterday afternoon I was given 
rather gloomy estimates. Voters real- 
ized that if we have 19- and 20-year-old 
people over there (in Beirut), we can 
trust them with the beer." 
Students in campus bars near Ohio 
State University in Columbus said 
they were happy to see Issue 1 de- 
feated. But they said the measure 
probably wouldn't have stopped them 
from getting alcohol even if it had 
passed. 
THE ISSUE, which would have 
raised the drinking age from 19 to 21, 
lost in unofficial returns by a vote of 
1,958,140 to 1,385,026 votes, or 58.57 
percent to 41.43 percent. 
"The thing that was hard to figure 
into this mix was the three issues and 
the tremendous push to vote no on all 
three issues," the Rev. Duane Somer- 
ville said. The Methodist minister 
who led the drive to raise the drinking 
age was referring to two tax referen- 
dum questions also on the statewide 
ballot in Tuesday's general election. 
Bars near Ohio State University in 
Columbus resounded with cheers as 
election returns sounded the death 
knell for the proposal. 
"A whole raft of people swamped in 
after the 11 o'clock news," bartender 
Bruce Bowers shouted over the music 
in Papa Joe's. "It was really dead 
until then." 
Students expressed delight that it 
will remain legal for 19-and 20-year- 
olds to buy beer in Ohio. "I thought 
changing the law to 19 was responsi- 
ble," said Jeffrey Strayer, a 20-year- 
old computer science major, "but this 
just wouldn't have been fair. 
"I'M GLAD now," said Moreen 
rake, 19, of Worthington, as she heard 
news of the issue's defeat. "I didn't 
think it's right at all." 
"That makes me feel so good," 
added Carol Gale, 19, as the two 
students drank beer near the Ohio 
State University campus. 
But like many 19-and 20-year-olds 
watching the election results, they 
said the proposal to raise Ohio's beer- 
drinking age to 21 wouldn't have 
made them drink any less. They said 
most young people start drinking in 
cars while they're in high school, and 
raising the drinking age would just 
extend that practice a few more 
years. 
"No matter how old vou are, you 
can get any kind of alcohol you want, 
so you go around and drink in care, 
said Jeff McCurry, 20, Dayton. 
As McCurry checked IDs of stu- 
dents entering the bar where he 
works, he said a lot of people who 
would have voted "yes" on State 
Issue 1 might have changed their 
minds because of recent military ac- 
tion. 
Goals reached? 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 3,000 
American troops still on Grenada 
may be withdrawn from the Carib- 
bean island in two or three weeks, the 
uniformed commanders of the Navy 
and Army told a congressional com- 
mittee yesterday. 
"We've virtually achieved all our 
objectives" militarily and are trying 
to fmd the proper balance between the 
security and civilian needs to be ad- 
dressed Adm. James Watkins, the 
chief of naval operations, tola the 
Senate Armed Services Committee. 
Watkins said the main effort now is 
to ferret out remaining pockets of 
Cuban and Grenadian forces and 
weapons caches that may be in the 
r, jungle-covered interior of Gre- 
The Army chief of staff, Gen. John 
Wickham, added "we don't want to 
leave a nacent insurgency there" and 
that is why painstaking efforts are 
being made to comb the difficult 
terrain. He said he had "no problem" 
with Watkins' estimate of a pullout in 
two to three weeks. 
The 3,000-man force is about half 
the peak number of U.S. troops, air- 
men and sailors involved during and 
immediately after the Oct. 25 inva- 
sion, which was precipitated by the 
overthrow of the government of 
Prime Minister Maurice Bishop by 
hard-line Marxists. 
Under questioning, Watkins said 
the lack of good "human intelligence" 
on the size of the armed Cuban forces 
on the island caused what some com- 
mentators have called an overly high 
commitment of American troops. 
Youth admits killing 
BELLEVUE, Ky. (AP) - A teen-ager 
accused of fatally slashing and muti- 
lating a 68-year-old man just "to know 
what it felt like to kill" was ordered 
jailed without bond yesterday. 
William Thompson, 19, of Dayton, 
Ky., who surrendered to police Mon- 
day and told them he killed Cecil 
Browning, was arraigned in Campbell 
County District Court before Judge 
Timothy Nolan in Newport. The judge 
ordered Thompson returned to the 
county jail in Newport without bond to 
await a preliminary bearing on Nov. 
17 when he is to enter a plea. 
The judge appointed Campbell 
County public defender Mott Plum- 
mer to represent Thompson. 
Police charged Thompson with 
first-degree murder, a capital offense 
for which he could be sentenced to 
death or given life in prison if con- 
victed. 
Thompson told police that he killed 
Browning, a retired shoe salesman, 
because Thompson's girlfriend had 
left him and because "fie Just wanted 
to know what it felt like to kill," Police 
Chief Elmer Corbin said. 
THOMPSON SLASHED Browning's 
throat with a butcher knife, stabbed 
him repeatedly, poured sulfuric add 
on the body and left the knife stuck in 
the body, police said. He dragged the 
body into the apartment of the older 
sister of his former girlfriend, Lisa 
Nichols, while the occupant was not at 
home. 
Thompson used lipstick to write 
"belter scatter" -misspelling the 
word "skelter" - on the bathroom 
mirror, then used the victim's blood 
to write the words on a bedroom 
mirror, Corbin said. 
Police said they also found a teddy 
bear stuck to a wall with a steak knife. 
Paul Scarberry, a friend of Thomp- 
son's, said Thompson confided to him 
Sunday night about the murder and 
Scarberry persuaded him to surren- 
der to police. Browning was mur- 
dered early Saturday morning and 
Thompson, accompanied by Scar- 
berry, walked into the Bellevue police 
station Monday to surrender. 
Scarberry said he and Thompson 
had watched the television movie 
"Helter Skelter," about California 
murderer Charles Manson, a month 
ago. But Thompson had not shown 
any fascination with the movie, Scar- 
berry said. 
Information 
left behind 
by burglar 
OCEANSIDE, Calif. (AP) - A burglar 
who entered the Employment Devel- 
opment Department office and got 
away with a soda and some change 
from the vending machines, left a 
note telling how he got in and when he 
would be back. 
"You shouldn't of left the back door 
said the note left Tuesday 
Tomorrow 111 come in and 
unemployment PS. thanks 
for the soda.'' 
The note, scrawled on a piece of 
copy machine paper, was found near 
two jimmied vendingmachines in the 
employees' lounge. The burglar had 
apparently used napkins strewn 
around the area to wipe away finger- 
prints. 
The thief also had left behind a 
television set that was used by one of 
the employees as a computer screen. 
The set was found by the back door. 
"Maybe he discovered it was a 
black and white set and didn't want 
It," operations supervisor Lew Varga 
Varga said a new janitor may have 
Inadvertently left the back door open. 
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editorial 
Bringing tranquility 
among neighbors 
With the results of the election 48 hours old, many of the 
winning candidates are still reveling in the after glow of 
victory. The days following the election are notoriously ones 
of high hope and optimism. Even campaign promises, made 
in an effort to gain votes, are too fresh in the constituents' 
minds to be easily forgotten by the newly-elected officials. 
One such promise beard repeatedly throughout the cam- 
paign dealt with a need to resolve lingering problems 
between students and permanent residents. Many candidates 
pledged their support to the common goal of improving 
relations between the two groups. And now is the time to act 
on this promise. 
We tend to wonder if this problem can ever be solved 
because there will always be those who don't recognize the 
rights of their neighbors to peace and relative quiet. But Alan 
Mayberry's idea to block off the streets at the beginning of 
the year and have a party in which students and residents 
can get to know one another is at least headed in a direction 
that may work. 
While Mayberry questioned how realistic this plan would 
be, as we do, the spirit of it is the ticket. If students living in 
neighborhoods heavy with non-student population meet Mr. 
and Mrs. Bowling Green next door, they will perhaps come to 
know them and feel some kinship with them. 
Neighborhood socials on a smaller scale than blocked-off 
streets can accomplish this. Perhaps it is idealistic to 
suppose that students and permanent residents will meet as 
one for community parties, but the spirit of a neighborhood 
can be built this way. And what stops students from walking 
next door each fall and saying, "Hi, I'm your new neighbor?" 
Of course these ideas leave out the problem of students who 
stumble home from bars or parties through neighborhoods 
not their own, urinating, discarding empty beer cans and 
bottles and ripping branches from trees. These are the 
misfits with whom nothing can be done except giving them 
stiff fines when they are caught. 
Censorship excuses groundless 
Does it 'run the show?' 
by Kevin PfudfgMt 
The founding fathers must have 
viewed the role of journalists and the 
function of the press to be quite im- 
portant In fact, unlike most profes- 
sions, journalists have their rights 
clearly outlined in the First Ammend- 
ment of the Constitution. The words, 
"Congress shall make no law... a- 
bridging freedom of speech or of the 
press," appear to be clear in them- 
selves. 
Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black 
once wrote. "In the First Ammend- 
ment, the founding fathers save the 
free press the protection to fulfill its 
essential role in our democracy. The 
press is to serve the governed, not the 
governors. The government's power 
to censure the press was abolished so 
that the press would remain forever 
free to censure the government." 
The impact and importance of this 
censure function the media uses over 
the government cannot be overstated. 
On all levels of government, the me- 
dia's investigative role has kept a lot 
of government officials honest and a 
lot of crooked politicians out of office. 
Thus, whenever the government at- 
tempts to subvert this effort by cen- 
soring the press, one must question 
the legitimacy of what they are doing. 
Such was the case during the recent 
U.S. invasion of Grenada. For the 
first days of the invasion, there was a 
complete censorship of the press. 
Later on, the few stories and photos 
that were released were heavily 
screened by the military. One naval 
official went to the point of saying that 
boats of Journalists attempting to 
cross into Grenada from neighboring 
islands "would be blown out of the 
water." 
The first argument given by the 
military concerning the news black- 
out was that the security of troops 
might be endangered from reporters 
giving out secret plans and informa- 
tion. 
But throughout history, when the 
United States has been involved in 
military endeavors, the press has 
almost invariably practiced a "volun- 
tary self-restraint," with editors us- 
ing judgement as to what to publish. 
On rare occasions, something would 
be leaked. But for the most part, the 
safety and security of U.S. troops was 
respected. 
During the Vietnam War, General 
Creighton Adams made special, per- 
sonal efforts to make sure journalists 
had access to troops during the inva- 
sion of Cambodia. 
breaches occured. 
A second argument advanced by 
the military was that they feared the 
safety of journalists and could not 
guarantee their safe return from the 
battlefields. This argument was ad- 
vanced shortly after the invasion, on 
ABCs Nightline, by a Pentagon offi- 
cial He claimed Journalists have 
never before been allowed to travel on 
such missions for safety reasons. Un- 
fortunate for his argument was the 
fact that the program's host, Ted 
Koppel, had been on such missions 
throughout the Vietnam War and had 
accompanied groups into the battle- 
field. 
In fact, throughout American mili- 
tary history, journalists have always 
been willing to risk bodily harm to 
report the news from the front and 
many have lost their lives in the 
process. The footage of Vietnam and 
the interviews with troops at the front 
seem to document this. 
The last major argument given by 
the military was that there was no 
room on the landing crafts for news- 
people since every available seat had 
to be reserved for military personnel. 
But again, the argument falls short. 
After news of the invasion had 
reached reporters, many flocked to 
neighboring islands to rent boats to 
take them to the besieged nation. Yet 
all were turned back by naval vessels 
while approaching the coast of Gre- 
nada. 
Censorship such as this has no place 
in a free society. News blackouts are 
common when a totalitarian state 
invades another nation, using many of 
the same excuses listed above. The 
Soviets kept reporters out of Afghani- 
stan and Poland during the invasions, 
excusing themselves with these ex- 
planations. But in a nation that prides 
itself on a free and responsible press, 
such  activity   completely  conflicts 
with our ideals and our Constitution. 
In 1944, Just prior, to the D-Day 
invasion. General Eisenhower took 
reporters aside and said they would 
be allowed to report "everything pos 
sible, consistent with military secu- 
rity," and that, "our country fights 
No   security   best when our nation is informed.' 
Democracy prides itself and sur- 
vives on an informed public. Recent 
attempts to hide information from the 
press only resulted in scandal for the 
government as was the case with the 
Pentagon Papers and Watergate or- 
Americans deserve to know how 
their sons are doing in battle and why 
they are involved in hostilities. Any 
attempt by government to supress 
this is a basic violation of the public's 
right to know and the right of the 
press to report the news accurately 
and fairly. 
Kevin Prendergast, a columnist for 
the News, is » senior Journalism ma- 
jor trim Cleveland. 
Short Cuts 
The power of money (   letters  ) 
by Timothy Thompson 
The BG News, has its problems. 
Last week the editors decided the 
moral implications involved in Issue 1 
were beyond their capacity for moral 
commentary, so they left the issue 
open to the reader's decision. Their 
editorial tried to objectively present 
both sides of the issue. Immediately, 
most retail alcohol outlets in the area 
withdrew their advertising from the 
News. (Editor's note: Many have 
since resumed advertising with the 
News.) 
It was a clear message from the 
alcohol people - "We are going to 
teach you a lesson. After all we've 
done for you, providing advertising 
and capital for you to operate your 
paper, then you go and stab us in the 
back.'' Well, the News survived, Issue 
1 failed, and everyone can live hap- 
pily ever after. But that action on the 
part of the advertisers raises some 
questions. 
Who's running the show? Does the 
newspaper cater to what the poeple 
need and want, or to what the adver- 
tislng dollar demands? A little of both 
I think. The News needs advertisers, 
advertising is its lifeblood. Advertis- 
ers need the News, it is an efficient 
route to consumers. Consumers are 
influenced by both, news and adver- 
tiser. 
In the newspaper industry, the me- 
dium usually associated with objec- 
tivity, truth, and facts - how much 
must they pamper the interests of 
their advertisers? If a newspaper 
speaks out against its own advertis- 
ers, will it be slitting its wrists, the 
gum of advertising blood leading to 
certain death? 
It may be that editors across the 
country are daily faced with decisions 
bat sum money and truth. Neverthe- 
less, there is a mechanism in the 
dynamics between news and adver- 
tiser that helps guarantee objectivity. 
It's competition. If one advertiser 
pulls out, there are always compet- 
itors who will fill the void. As long as 
people have wares to peddle, newspa- 
pers should survive. 
But what happens when a whole 
class of advertisers pulls their ads -as 
with the Bowling Green alcohol-re- 
lated advertisers? The void is not 
filled by competitors, most compet- 
itors in that market took similar ac- 
tion. Without the abundance of 
political advertisements last week, 
the collective action of the retail alco- 
hol people may have squeezed the 
News'budget. 
Tightening the budget leaves the 
News less capable of printing more 
news. The less news, supposedly the 
less our available evidence for estab- 
lishing objective viewpoints. Do ad- 
vertisers nave much control over 
objectivity? Maybe. 
we've escaped the original point 
here. That editorial last week was not 
damaging to the alcohol people, at 
least not condemning. Nor did the 
editorial favor them. Following an 
opinion, they withdrew their advertis- 
ing. Are we to believe that advertising 
money dictates public opinion? 
Judging by the results at the polls, 
and the advertising budgets that en- 
couraged those results - I vote yes. 
This is not to say that advertising runs 
the system. Money does. And more 
often than not, the more money you 
gather, the more right your opinion 
becomes. 
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and 
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral 
candidate in interpersonal and public 
communication. 
Editor's note: The News would like to 
•"i*-**" that views eipretsfd in 
articles on this page are not necessar- 
ily the opinions ofthe editorial staff. 
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Voters thanked for stand 
against issues 2 and 3 
THANKS STUDENTS and thanks to 
your parents as well as other mem- 
bers of the University community. 
You made the difference in defeating 
Issues 2 and 3. There is a new voter 
group in Ohio, interested in moving 
the state ahead, interested in helping 
the state economy and willing to in- 
vest tax money so over half a million 
young people won't be forced to leave 
Ohio to find work. 
Past Governor James Rhodes 
pushed through bonded indebtedness 
for Ohio and we owe billions of dollars 
his administration spent. Ohio owes 
about 11.9 billion borrowed from the 
federal government for unemploy- 
ment. We are paying 10 percent inter- 
est on that debt. Govenor Rhodes left 
Ohio in an economic and financial 
shambles, yet his political henchmen 
wanted to force Ohio into bankruptcy 
with Issues 2 and S. 
Governor Celeste is saying it's time 
to pay the bills even though the for- 
mer administration ran up the debt. 
Financial responsibility by the gover- 
nor and his administration is needed 
before any new industry will come to 
Ohio: Governor Celeste Is demon- 
strating that responsibility. There has 
been a lot of loose talk, by men 
supporting Issues 2 and 3, that they 
would cooperate in putting some sort 
of taxes after they won. Well, they 
lost. We welcome their cooperation 
new. Let them cooperate in moving 
Ohio out of its economic depression 
and let them leave their political 
philosophy of the 19th century where 
all you needed to find a Job was a 
strong back. Higher education will be 
a major factor in the economic recov- 
ery of Ohio, if there Is a recovery. 
Higher education is willing and ready 
to move Ohio ahead. You college 
students will be the force to move 
Ohio into its proper place among the 
leading states in the nation. Thanks 
again for taking the first positive step 
by defeating Issues 2 ana 3. 
Karl Schorr 
Profasaor of Biology 
Rebuttal letter 'deluge 
of unsupportable facts' 
I would like to congratulate Kurt 
Harden for his extremely interesting 
rebuttal to Timothy Thompson's Oct. 
V editorial. I especially enjoyed the 
way be criticized Thompson for an 
"unresearched editoriaT and then 
swiftly followed up with a deluge of 
unsupportable facts, rumors, and 
wrong Information. 
Harden states that the United 
States invaded Grenada for the pur- 
pose of giving safety to the Americans 
at St George's Medical School. The 
students, however, were in no danger. 
Not only did Maurice Bishop's succes- 
sor, Bernard Coard, guarantee the 
safety of the students, but the officials 
of the medical school itself claim all 
were safe. In fact, on Oct. 19 the State 
Department actually pressured 
school officials to say publicly that 
students were in danger so Washing- 
ton would have a pretext to invade the 
island. Other evidence shows that 
Washington had plans for invasion an 
entire week before Bishop's over- 
throw. 
Concern for the students' welfare 
was hardly Washington's reason for 
invading Grenada, obvious when a 
few facts are considered. When stu- 
dents at the medical school did at- 
tempt to leave the Island (about 10 
percent, most of them first semester 
students in Grenada for only six 
weeks) they were unable to do so: 
Barbados was already preparing with 
Washington to invade the island the 
next day. They refused to let the 
commercial airline fly to the island. 
In other words, Washington invaded 
Grenada, seemingly in concern for 
the American students' welfare, and 
yet blocked their exits from the is- 
land, thus subjecting them to real 
danger during the invasion. This is 
hardly my idea of "giving safety" to 
American citizens. 
All these facts come from a simple 
enough source, the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer. I suggest that Kurt Harden 
begins to do a little research of bis 
own from now on, instead of listening 
to the gossip of others. Then maybe 
bell discover why the rest of his 
rebuttal is full of basically wrong 
information also. 
Gloria Good 
148 S. Prospect 
U.S. Involvement argued 
from each side 
Ever since the bombing of our ma- 
rine barracks in Lebanon and the 
American invasion of Grenada there 
has been a feverish debate between 
the supporters and opponents of U.S. 
involvement in these places. The one 
thing that really bothers me, how- 
ever, is that neither side seems will- 
Stoat least listoi to the other. Both 
are convinced their view is 
Clear Views 
right But the facts are, or at least 
appear to be. that a very logical 
argument can be made for either side. 
Lebanon: This country is no doubt 
involved in a major civil war in which 
it was very admirable of the U.S. to 
undertake a peace mission such as 
our marines have provided, and the 
fact that we have so far showed much 
restraint in the natural impulse to 
retaliate in the wake of our soldiers 
killed makes a strong defense for our 
neutrality. Yet with our long standing 
alliance with Israel one can hardly 
blame the Arab factions in Lebanon 
for viewing us as a partisan force. 
This perception of us is now hindering 
our ability to be an effective deterent 
to the conflict that has engulfed this 
nation. One possible solution would be 
a multi-national U.N. peace-keeping 
force with a small number of u.s! 
troops, thus a peace-keeping mission 
could continue with the U.& not giv- 
ing into terrorism and a truer picture 
of neutrality provided to that peace 
keeping force by the involvement of 
other nations would be much more 
effective. 
Grenada: In the aftermath of the 
initial confusion of the invasion it is 
becoming lncreasinly apparent that 
the American students were soon to 
be in danger and that our presense is 
welcomed by many if not most Grena- 
dians. Large sites of ammunition 
dumps ana Cuban forces found In 
Grenada also speak clearly about 
communist expansion. Yet one point 
is undebatable, right or wrong the 
U.S. broke international law when 
invading this country. A solution to 
this dilemma of what we should or 
should not have done can be found in 
the spirit of civil dissent character- 
ized by Gandhi. At times, because of 
exigent circumstances, in the name of 
justice an individual may have to 
break the law. But In order to remain 
credible and not be viewed as a mere 
criminal, as so many third world 
countries view "American Imperial- 
ism," one must take the punishment 
for that illegal act. If the United 
States would not have vetoed the U.N. 
resolution declaring this an act 
against international law and ac- 
cepted a reasonable sanction the 
credibility and true spirit of Ameri- 
can justice would have prevailed. 
In conclusion, instead of those who 
favor or oppose VS. foreign policy 
continually fighting, and calling one 
another Ignorant as has been the case 
lately, why not sit down and come to 
an intelligent compromise of view- 
points. I hope the things I have men- 
tioned will provide a starting place, 
because only as a unified body will 
any of us make any kind of impact 
Brent Horst 
317 8. Main 
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Failure of state issues relieves Olscamp 
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo 
stall reporter 
When University Presi- 
dent Dr. Paul Olscamp 
spoke about the defeat of 
Sate Issues 1, 2 and 3, he 
sounded like a man who 
had just barely escaped 
uninjured from a building 
on fire. He sounded re- 
lieved. 
"Let's lust say, I was 
greatly - but pleasantly - 
surprised by the election 
results," Olscamp said. 
"Although I bad hoped all 
three (issues) would be 
defeated, my most imme- 
diate concern was for Issue 
3." State Issue 3 proposed to 
repeal any changes in Ohio 
tax laws enactedafter Jan. 
1, 1963, and would have 
wiped out at least $1.5 bil- 
lion from the state's $8.9 
billion general fund in 1964- 
65. Olscamp said he ex- 
pected Issue 3 to fail but 
not by such a wide margin. 
The passage of Issue 3 
may have meant multimil- 
lion dollar cutbacks, he 
said. And although cuts 
would have been inevi- 
table, he said, he was 
never certain exactly 
where they would be made. 
The University's hiring 
freeze -enacted because of 
money that may have been 
lost with the passage of 
lame 3-will be lifted "in a 
matter of days," Olscamp 
said. 
Next to Issue 3 passing. 
the second worst thing that 
could have happened 
would have been if Issue 3 
was narrowly defeated, he 
said. If Issue 3 would have 
been barely defeated, "po- 
litical ramifications" may 
have resulted, he added. 
According to Olscamp, if 
Issue 3 would have been 
narrowly defeated, it may 
have made it more difficult 
for legislation to receive 
additional votes and it may 
have caused a reluctance 
by the state to release capi- 
tal funds. 
CAPITAL FUNDS worth 
$1.8 million were unre- 
leaaed to the University for 
the West Hall renovation 
project because the state 
had to wait to see if they 
could afford to spare the 
funds, Olscamp said. The 
School of Journalism and 
the Radio-Televison-Film 
Department plan to move 
then-offices into West Hall. 
"Now that Issues 2 and 3 
have been defeated, there 
is no reason why capital 
funds for construction pro- 
jects like ours will not be 
released." Olscamp said. 
State Issue 2 would have 
required a three-fifths ma- jority among legislators in 
order to adopt tax in- 
creases. 
Alumni receive awards 
by Michelle Young 
reporter 
Two former University 
students, unknown to each 
other, pass through the 
city everyday with the 
same award credited to 
their names. Both of these 
men, Charles Kurfess, 
class of 1951, and Ashel 
Bryan, 1946 graduate, re- 
ceived the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award given 
yearly by the Mileti 
Alumni Center for Univer- 
sity alumni who have ex- 
celled in their professions. 
The recipient of the 
award is not randomly se- 
lected but decided upon 
through a lengthy process. 
According to Larry Weiss, 
director of alumni affairs, 
all alumni are asked to 
nominate graduates they 
feel are deserving of the 
award. Nominees are then 
informed of their nomi- 
nation and asked to send in 
a written resume of their 
professional accomplish- 
ments. 
These forms are re- 
viewed by the awards com- 
mittee that then 
recommends a candidate 
to the Alumni Board of 
Trustees. Ultimately, the 
board decides who the next 
recipient of the award will 
be. 
Bryan and Kurfess are 
not the only alumni to be 
handed an award of "pro- 
fessional excellence," 
Larry Weiss said. Other 
recipients of this award 
have been Eva Marie 
Saint, actress; Tim Con- 
way, television and movie 
comedian; Jimmy Light, 
Chief of Transplant Serv- 
ice in Washington D.C.; 
Bernie Casey, professional 
football player during the 
60s, and 18 other alumni 
who have dominated their 
field of work. 
WEISS SAID, "It is too 
difficult to keep a list of 
'well-known'   BG   alumni 
because who constitutes 
what makes a person fa- 
mous?" 
Since the question of dis- 
tinction is so unclear, the 
Distinguished Alumnus 
Award is not given on the 
basis of how well-known or 
famous an alumni is but 
rather on his accomplish- 
ments in his profession. 
Kurfess said of receiving 
the award, "I was flattered 
by the reward due to the 
company it put me in." 
For the past 22 years, 
the Distinguished Alumnus 
Award has been given to 
those University graduates 
who surpass the usual lim- 
its of their career. 
Weiss added this isn't 
the only award given 
yearly. The Honorary 
Alumnus Award, given to 
someone who is not an 
alumni of the University 
but has made outstanding 
contributions to its growth, 
the Alumni Community 
Award and the Alumni 
Service Award are three 
other awards the Mileti 
Alumni Center presents to 
deserving alumni. 
Kurfess, who has a law 
practice in Bowling Green, 
served as the Speaker of 
the Ohio House of Rep- 
resentatives from 1967 to 
1972. Kurfess pointed out 
some changes and simila- 
rities he has noticed since 
graduating from the Uni- 
versity. 
"Although the Univer- 
sity has expanded physi- 
cally and in population, it 
has retained its general air 
of friendlineas.'p 
Ashel Bryan, who lives 
in Bowline Green, also re- 
calls the University in its 
earlier years. Bryan is the 
Chairman of the Board of 
Ohio Mid-Am Banks and 
said of his former school 
days, "I learned how to 
find information sources 
and gained the means to 
communication, which still 
hold true today and is just 
as important." 
-dateline- 
Nov. 10,1983 
POW/MIA - Support peti- 
tions for Prisoners of War 
and Missing in Action will 
be available from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m in the University 
Union Foyer. Sponsored by 
Angel Flight and Arnold 
Air Society. Open to all. 
Steve Landesberg - Tick- 
ets for comedian Steve 
Landesberg's Dec. 4 show 
are on sale in the Union 
Lobby from 9:30 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Cost is $5. 
BUodnMbUe - The Red 
Cross Bloodmobile will be 
taking donations of blood 
from 10 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. in 
the Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. Walk in or make an 
appointment by calling 
372-2775. Open to all. 
SBC - The Student Rec 
Center L.I.F.E. Program 
will provide health infor- 
mation tables, fitness 
tests, skill demonstrations, 
and special exercise ses- 
sions from 6-10 p.m. in the 
Rec Center and will cost $1 
for non-members. Spon- 
sored by the Student Rec 
Center and the Student Rec 
Board. Open to all. 
Business - David Read, 
professor from the busi- 
ness school in Nantes, 
France, will present infor- 
mation on the June 14-19 
International Summer 
Business Program at 7:30 
pjn. in the French House 
on Sorority Row. Spon- 
sored by International Pro- 
grams in Business. Open to 
all 
Theater - The University 
Theater production of An- 
ton Chekhov's "Three Sis- 
ters," a tale of frustrated 
longings, loves, and ambi- 
tions   of   three   sisters 
trapped in a provincial 
Russian town after their 
father's death, will be pre- 
sented Nov. 10-12, and Nov. 
16-19 at 8 p.m. in the Main 
Auditorium, University 
Hall. Tickets are $2 for 
students, $4 for others. 
Open to all. 
Opera - The College of 
Musical Arts will present 
"Opera Gnus," based on 
musk from Mozart's "Der 
Scnauspieldirecktor" with 
a new English translation 
by director Roy Lazarus, 
associate professor in the 
College of Musical Arts, 
and Leonard Bernstein's 
"Trouble in Tahiti" at 8 
p.m., Nov. 9-11, in Ko- 
backer Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Tick- 
ets are $6.50, $4, $2.50, and 
some seats are free. Open 
to all. 
Africa - The World Student 
Association and the Afri- 
can Peoples Association is 
renting "The Beat of 
Drums... an African 
Night," featuring African 
crafts, song, food, and 
dance, from 8-10 p.m. in 
the N. E. Commons. Free 
and open to all. 
Stars - A stargazing ses- 
sion will be held on the roof 
of the Life Sciences Build- 
ing from 9-11 p.m., 
weather permitting. Spon- 
sored by the Physics and 
Astronomy departments. 
Open to all. 
Iatramnrals - University 
students interested in par- 
ticipating in a walleyWl 
tournament may pick up 
entry forms in room 106 of 
the Student Rec Center. 
Deadline for entry is Nov. 
15. Open to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. 
Submissions by all organi- 
zations are welcome and 
must be turned in typed 
and double spaced one 
week prior to the event 
Baldwin-United Corp. treasurer switches jobs 
CINCINNATI (AP) - 
James Schwab, who 
served as treasurer and 
chief financial officer for 
Baldwin-United Corp., has 
left the bankrupt financial. 
tucky developer. 
excited about his new job 
as chief financial officer 
for Corporex Cos. He de- 
clined to say why be left 
Baldwin-United, which 
with two of its subsidiaries 
filed Charter U iederal 
bankruptcy reorganization 
petitions Sept. 26. 
I think I'll save it for 
Schwab, 40, said he is    the book," Schwab said. 
"It's been a long road." 
Bill Butler, owner of 
Corporex, formerly known 
as Butler-American Co., 
said he has full confidence 
in Schwab. 
, "He is our chief finan- 
cial officer, which is a 
newly created position," 
Butler said. "We checked 
Jim rait thoroughly and 
everyone said, hands 
down, that be had the high- 
est integrity." 
Bill Bercaw, a spokes- 
man at Baldwin-United's 
Cincinnati headquarters 
said yesterday be knew of 
no plans to appoint a suc- 
cessor to Schwab. Bercaw 
said Schwab's duties would 
be assumed by the Victor 
Palmieri Co. management 
firm hired this year to take 
over operation of Baldwin- 
United. 
. BUTLER SAID Schwab 
became a director of But- 
ler's firm in 1981 but re- 
signed in late 1982 after the 
firm became a major in- 
vestor in the purchase of 
Southern Ohio Bank of Cin- 
cinnati. 
Baldwin-United and a 
subsidiary. National Inves- 
tors Pension Insurance 
Co., provided much of the 
money for the bank's pur- 
chase. National Investors 
bought $10 million worth of 
preferred stock in four pri- 
vate companies, including 
Corporex, and the compa- 
nies in turn used the money 
to buy their interests in 
Southern Ohio Bank. 
Baldwin-United also 
bought $4 million worth of 
the bank's stock in its own 
name. 
Linda Garner, the Ar- 
kansas state insurance 
commissioner,  has  said 
she wants to liquidate 
Baldwin-United's financial 
interest in the bank sale. 
But Butler said that hasn't 
been done. 
"We've told them, how- 
ever, that we're willing to 
do anything reasonable to 
find replacement financ- 
ing." Butler said. 
. Stanley H. Kaplan 
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23rd Communist Party USA convention meets in Cleveland 
•state/world 
State Department denies Soviet reporters admission 
CLEVELAND (AP) - An 
official of the Soviet news 
agency Tan says corre- 
spondents from Tass and 
from PravdM, the official 
Communist party newspa- 
per, have ben denied 
State Department permis- 
sion to cover the national 
convention of the Commu- 
nist Party USA. 
The 23rd convention be- 
gins in Cleveland today, 
and Carl Bloice, a member 
of the party's Central Com- 
mittee and media coordi- 
nator for the session, said 
he was told yesterday that 
the government would not 
allow Soviet journalists to 
travel from New York to 
Cleveland. 
Although Bloice said he 
understood the prohibition 
also involved the Soviet TV 
and Radio State Commit- 
tee, Nikolai Setounski, 
chief of the Tass bureau in 
New York, said that so far 
ency   and 
denied 
only   his   a 
Pravda had 
permission. 
Setounski, reached at his 
New York office, said that 
was because the Tass and 
Pravda correspondents 
had asked to be allowed to 
be in Cleveland yesterday, 
and that action on requests 
to travel is usually taken 
the day before the intended 
trip. 
THE RADIO and tele- 
vision correspondents had 
not planned to reach Cleve- 
land until tomorrow and 
have not yet been told 
whether their request will 
be granted, Setounski said. 
'Tliere was no explana- 
tion, but in this case I un- 
derstand that according to 
the rules, no explanation is 
necessary," Setounski 
said. "Cleveland is a 
dosed area for Soviet jour- 
nalists." 
There was no immediate 
Plea for truce ignored 
IPOU, Lebanon (AP) - 
Palestinian rebels backed 
by Syria rained hundreds 
of shells on PLO chairman 
Yasser Arafat's last Mid- 
dle East bastion yester- 
day, cornering him in 
Tripoli and ignoring his 
pleas for a truce. 
The rebel barrage pre- 
vented the Palestine Liber- 
ation Organization leader 
from visiting loyalist hold- 
outs at the besieged Bad- 
HAPPY  HOUR 
8'/i x 11 white only 
dawi refugee camp outside 
Tripoli. Black smoke from 
raging fires hung over the 
port Sty of 500,000. 
But Arafat visited 
maimed supporters in hos- 
pitals, roving the streets in 
a chauffered Jeep while 
shells from rebels in the 
north and east occasion- 
ally slammed into neigh- 
borhoods near his office. 
"There's been no pro- 
gress in talks anywhere," 
Arafat told reporters who 
followed him to the Islamic 
Hospital, where he chatted 
with patients and signed 
autographs. 
The PLO mutineers have 
chased most of Arafat's 
estimated 8,000 loyalists 
into their last stronghold in 
the Middle East -Tripoli, 
SO miles north of Beirut. 
More than 1,000 people 
have been killed since the 
fighting began Nov. 3, 
according to Lebanese po- 
lice. 
THE REBELS claim Ar- 
afat has betrayed the 
PLO's aim of wresting a 
homeland from Israel. Ar- 
afat claims the rebels have 
been deceived by Syria, 
which he says wants to 
dominate the PLO. 
Syria denies involve- 
ment in the mutiny, but 
Syrian troops in north Leb- 
anon have been openly sup- 
porting the mutineers with 
tanks and artillery. 
Several reporters follow- 
ing Arafat asked him about 
an erroneous broadcast re- 
C Tuesday that he had 
the country. He 
shouted: "You have 
eyes!" 
On Tuesday, Arafat 
abandoned his vow to fight 
to the death in Tripoli, say- 
ing be was responding to 
the pleas of municipal 
leaders to spare the city a 
blood bath. He offered to 
stop fighting if the rebels 
did. 
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response from the State 
Department press office in 
Washington to a query 
about reasons for the de- 
nial. 
Setounski, who has 
worked in New York for 
eight years, said Soviet 
Journalists must seek State 
Department permission if 
they want to travel any- 
where beyond a 25-mile 
radius of Columbus Circle 
in New York. 
He said he was not sure 
how much of the United 
States was closed to Soviet 
reporters, but estimated 
that it might be about one 
third of the country. 
Setounski said Soviet 
Journalists were allowed to 
cover the last Communist 
Party USA convention in 
Detroit four years ago, al- 
though he said Detroit is 
also considered a closed 
area. 
•WE   ARE   disap- 
pointed," he said, adding 
that Tass and Pravda 
would try to get their cov- 
erage of the convention by 
telephone. 
Asked whether there 
might be an appeal of the 
refusal of permission to 
travel to Cleveland, 
Setounski said, "We 
usually don't do that" 
Setounski said he would 
not speculate on why the 
Soviet Journalists were not 
being allowed to cover the 
convention, but Bloice said 
bethought it waa obvious 
that the Reagan adminis- 
tration didn't want them 
there. 
Bloice also said two of 
the 500 delegates to the 
convention, from Mongolia 
and the Soviet Union, were 
still in Moscow awaiting 
State Department permis- 
sion to attend. 
"But the media have 
been told flatly that they 
cant   come,"   be   said. 
U.S. general checks Korean units 
preceding Reagan's visit Saturday 
DEMILITARIZED ZONE, 
Korea (AP) - Gen. Robert 
Sennewald, the top Ameri- 
can military man in South 
Korea, "walked the tape" 
with Korean officers, step- 
ping along the southern 
boundary of the DMZ for a 
first-hand look at the ter- 
rain, positions and state of 
readiness of Korean mili- 
tary units. 
His commander-in-chief, 
Ronald Reagan, is due in 
South Korea Saturday to 
visit U.S. and South Ko- 
rean units stationed along 
the bleak, barren border 
with North Korea. 
And Sennewald Is mak- 
ing sure everything Is re- 
ady along the DMZ, the 
demilitarised zone, which 
has divided North and 
South Korea since the Ko- 
rean War armistice was 
signed in 1953. 
Tfi up here (the DMZ) 
that you get a sense of 
feeling of what It's all 
about I try to convey the 
message to the young sol- 
diers that what they are 
doing is really appre- 
ciated," Sennewald, who 
gets out in the field with 
the troops or visits the 
units in nis command at 
least twice a week, said. 
"In the final analysis, 
it's right here on the 
ground where you're going 
to win or lose/' 
ON THIS DAY in the 
field, Sennewald was car- 
rying that message to 
South Korean troops and 
their officers. 
One of his Jobs is com- 
mander-in-chief Republic 
of Korea-U.S. Combined 
Forces Command. He also 
is commander-in-chief 
United Nations Command, 
commander U.S. Forces 
Korea, and commander 
U.S. 8th Army. 
After early morning 
meetings, including break- 
fast with Defense Ministry 
officials, the American 
commander was in a heli- 
copter beading north over 
traditional invasion routes 
to Seoul and on to South 
Dress Special 
1km. hi $*. 
Entire Stock 
1/4 * 
tasual or dressy 
Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St 
Korean positions along the 
central front. 
The chopper made its 
first landing, and Senne- 
wald was off with Korean 
officers in open Jeeps for a 
bumpy ride to this desolate 
portion of the DMZ. 
After briefings from on- 
site commanders, it was 
back in the jeeps and to 
another area, where the 
general "walked the 
tape." 
Such walks are custom- 
ary for the trim, 53-year- 
old Sennewald. He esti- 
mates he has gone by foot 
over oiethinfof the 151- 
mile long, 2.5-mile wide 
barrier mat divides the 
peninsula. 
AFTER more briefings, 
questions and praise for 
the line troops, the heli- 
copter was airborne again, 
heading for a firing range. 
With scores of officers 
and enlisted men looking 
over the rugged terrain, 
strike aircraft, artillery, 
rockets, small arms and 
troops on the ground and in 
tanks and armored person- 
nel carriers demonstrated 
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their effectiveness. 
Back in the helicopter 
and heading for bis head- 
quarters in Seoul, Senne- 
wald, who saw combat 
duty in the Korean War 
and in Vietnam, talked 
about his Job and the Rea- 
gan visit 
He spoke with enthu- 
siasm of the combined 
forces command that 
makes a team of U.S. and 
South Korean military 
men. 
There are about 40,000 
U.S. troops in South Korea, 
with 1,500 American infan- 
trymen helping the South 
Koreans patrol/the DMZ. 
Since the 1963 armistice, 
five dozen Americana have 
been killed along the DMZ. 
One of the most publicized 
incidents was in 1876 when 
two American officers 
were slain by ax-swinging 
North Koreans when the 
Americans tried to prune a 
tree near a United Nations 
guardpost. In a show of 
determination three days 
later, the tree was cut 
down. 
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Politician eniovs come-from-behind victory 
Former Cleveland mayor takes office as municipal judge 
CLEVELAND (AP) - For- 
mer Cleveland Mayor Carl 
Stokes, toe first black to 
head a major American 
city, was returned to pub- 
lic office Tuesday, winning 
a close race for a Cleve- 
land municipal judgeship. 
Stokes, 56, defeated 
Judge Phillip Paris! for the 
remaining four years of a 
six-year term to which Pa- 
ris! was appointed earlier 
this year by Gov. Richard 
Celeste. 
"It's a thrill for me," 
Stokes said early today 
after a come-from-behind 
victory. "It's a personal 
Joy, it Just fills me up." 
Stokes is the second for- 
mer Cleveland mayor to 
score an election victory 
this year. In August, Den- 
nis Kucinich, who headed 
the city when it went into 
default In the late 1970s, 
won a special election for a 
seat on the City Council. 
Stokes, whose 1987 may- 
oral victory pushed him to 
the forefront among the 
nation's black leaders, left 
office in 1971 after two 
terms and later moved to 
New York, where he 
worked as a television 
newsman. 
HE   RETURNED   to 
Cleveland in 1960 to prac- 
tice law. He had sought a 
Judicial appointment from 
Celeste but  was passed 
over in favor of Parisi, 41, 
a former assistant attor- 
ney general who spent six 
years as a commissioner 
on the Ohio Court of 
Claims. Stokes' chances 
weren't helped by bis sup- 
port of former Attorney 
General William Brown in- 
stead of Celeste in the 
Democratic gubernatorial 
primary last year. 
Parisi baa been en- 
dorsed by the Cleveland 
Federation of Labor, but 
the Executive Committee 
of the Cuyahoga County 
Democratic Party did not 
make an endorsement in 
the race after a screening 
committee split along ra- 
cial lines. 
Some of Stokes'support- 
ers expressed confidence 
early in the evening, but he 
trailed Parisi through 
much of the tabulation and 
was behind by some 5,000 
votes with about 90 percent 
of the vote counted. 
'Hustler' publisher sorry 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Hustler magazine pub- 
lisher larry Flynt is offer- 
ing to apologize in writing 
to the Supreme Court after 
shouting obscenities at the 
Justices while they heard 
arguments in J case in- 
volving him. 
After being arrested for 
bis outburst Tuesday, 
Flynt was taken before 
U.S. Magistrate Jean 
Dwyer for a preliminary 
bearing on a charge of 
impeding Justice, and re- 
leased on his own recogni- 
zance. He said he would 
write a letter of apology to 
the Justices, but wastold 
the offer was premature. 
The self -proclaimed por- 
nographer shouted"—the 
court, in the chambers of 
the high court. He was 
wearing a T-shirt embla- 
zoned with the same slo- 
gan. 
He told the magistrate: 
"I would like to ap " 
to your honor for 
this T-shirt in your 
Think Snow 
Had the Supreme Court 
granted me the courtesy of 
speaking, as I am speaking 
to you now, I would not 
have done what I did." 
Flynt yelled the obsceni- 
ties In the chambers of the 
high court at the close of an 
argument in a libel case in 
which his sexually explicit 
magazine is accused of li- 
beling Kathy Keeton, vice 
president of competing 
Penthouse. He also 
screamed, "You denied 
me the counsel of my 
choice." 
Flynt fired his Supreme 
Court attorney Monday 
and sought to argue his 
case himself. But the Jus- 
tices refused the request 
and appointed another law- 
yer to make the argument. 
AS HE continued his de- 
nunciation of the court. 
Slice officers surrounded 
n and hustled him out of 
the historic courtroom in 
his gold-plated wheelchair. 
Flynt has been paralyzed 
from the waist down since 
1978 when he was shot in an 
assassination attempt. 
A red-faced Chief Justice 
Warren Burger rose and 
told an assistant marshal, 
"Inform the marshal to 
take that man into cus- 
tody." 
He was released after 
agreeing to stay away 
from the Supreme Court. 
Dwyer said she would 
modify the order if any 
other cases pending 
against Flynt reach the 
him court. 
The magistrate set Nov. 
21 for a further hearing. No 
plea was entered; none is 
called for at such an early 
stage in federal proceed- 
rhe charge against 
Flynt carries a maximum 
sentence of a year in prison 
and a 85,000 fine. 
Just last week, Flynt 
cursed at the federal trial 
Judge in Los Angeles pre- 
siding over the drug trial of 
John De Lorean. After 
apologizing for that out- 
burst, Flynt escaped a con- 
tempt citation from U.S. 
District Judge Robert Ta- 
kasugi. 
After the attempt on his 
life, Flynt began surround- 
ing himself with guards 
wherever he goes. He was 
protected by eight deputy 
U.S. marshals in the enclo- 
sure before the magis- 
trate. 
His own bodyguards 
were tripped up by a 
search of the limousine - 
one of nine carrying 
Flynt's party - taking him 
from toe rear basement 
entrance of the federal 
courthouse when he was 
finished. 
According to Constance 
Belfiore, spokeswoman for 
the U.S. attorney's office, a 
driver and a bodyguard 
were arrested on District 
of Columbia misdemeanor 
firearms charges when 
weapons were found in the 
car. f 
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Then he moved into the 
lead as additional votes 
were counted, and unoffi- 
cial returns with 99.7 per- 
cent of the votes tabulated 
Save him 65,191 votes, or 
).8 percent, to 63,030 for 
Parisi. 
STOKES SAID he was 
committed first to provid- 
ing leadership and reform 
for the municipal court, 
but then might want to 
"look   at  other   political 
areas of ear dry, where 
minority people in partic- 
ular have not been well- 
served." 
•1 have never said that I 
was wedded to the bench 
for life, and would make it 
dear mat I am not so com- 
mitted," he said. 
"As a former state legis- 
lator, a former mayor and 
now as Judge. I don't know 
anyone in Ohio who pos- 
sesses the background in 
these phases of govern- 
ment mat equips one to be 
most helpful to the dti- 
xenry in a number of politi- 
cal endeavors." 
Stokes said the race was 
closer than he expected 
because "it's been 14 years 
since I've been on the bal- 
lot" and because be said 
Parisi had the support of 
Celeste and of Chief Jus- 
tice Frank Celebrene of 
the Ohio Supreme Court 
Explosion hearing set 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. 
(AP) - The National 
Transportation Safety 
Board plans a public hear- 
ing next month on the Oct 
17 explosion that tore apart 
a South Charleston super- 
market and injured 17 peo- 
ple, an NTSB spokesman 
said yesterday. 
Brad Dunbar said about 
20 people have been asked 
to testify during the three- 
day hearing beginning 
Dec. 6. Dunbar said they 
wfll include officials and 
workers of Columbia Gas 
of West Virginia, Holloway 
Construction Co. and the 
Davis Creek Foodland. 
Patricia Goldman, vice 
chairman of the NTSB, has 
said the explosion oc- 
curred after a Holloway 
Construction crew, work- 
ing with inaccurate maps 
supplied by Columbia, rup- 
tured a gas main across 
the street from the store. 
The crew was working on a 
construction project for 
the Appalachian Corridor 
Columbia officials have 
acknowledged they were 
told about a gas leak seve- 
ral hours before the explo- 
sion, but say the utility's 
crews were unable to stop 
it 
GOLDMAN WILL pre- 
side over the hearing at the 
Charleston Civic Center. 
"The bearing, which is 
part of our tact-finding 
phase, is to produce the 
best possible factual re- 
cord for the board's ulti- 
mate determination of 
probable cause," Goldman 
said. 
Dunbar said the NTSB is 
withholding  public  com- 
ment on the progress of its 
investigation solar. 
"The safety board's full 
report will not be made for 
some time," Goldman 
said, "but safety recom- 
mendations to help prevent 
recurrence of such an acci- 
dent may be made at any 
time." 
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Ugly mementos valuable 
SALEM, Mass. (AP) - 
Wort of advice to Vietnam 
veterans: doot give up 
TOW buffles, sometimes 
spelled bufes. ■tone, the ugliest of all 
Saigon aouvenira, may 
aoon be worth their weight 
in gold - or at least nuoc 
mam, which is also under- 
going fantastic inflaUon. 
In a Salem antique shop 
the other day I saw a set of 
matched baffles, the large, 
living room polluting site, 
on sale for $800.1 have seen 
smaller single baffles in 
the furniture section of de- 
luxe department stores 
with a $350 price tag hang- 
ing from their trunks. 
Bufe, which rhymes with 
stuffy, is - as every vet- 
eran of Vietnan knows - an 
enormous, ornate glazed 
ceramic elephant, wide 
eyed and horrible, that, 
depending on one's aes- 
thetic sensitivity or the 
pull   of   nostalgia,   rep- 
reeenU either the highest 
camp or the lowest kitch in 
Vietnamese folk art 
The name derives from 
the acronym B-U-F-E, for 
bloody useless foolish (or a 
stronger word to that ef- 
fect) elephant I have 
never heard them called 
anything else, although the 
Salem antique dealer 
seemed mrf«min«r with 
the designation. 
THE NAME bufe sup- 
posedly was conferred on 
these outsized objects d'art 
by Rear Adm. S.R. Smith 
when be was officer in 
charge of Navy construc- 
tion in Vietnam and regu- 
larly bad his wharfs and 
warehouses overrun by 
herds of the ponderous 
beasties. 
When the American 
troop strength in Vietnam 
stood at the half million 
mark, thousands of bufes 
passed every day through 
the army and fleet post 
offices on their plodding 
way to the hearts and at- 
tics of America. 
You could buy a bufe, 
complete with elaborately 
pahiiti toenaOs and ga- 
rishly golden tasseled sad- 
dle and harness in the 
curio shops of downtown 
Saigon for as little as $25. 
Or, if the road was se- 
cured, you could eliminate 
the miAflA man and drive 
to the little town of Lai 
Tinea, 10 miles north of 
Saigon, where a dozen bufe 
factories manufactured 
the fragile monsters from 
a special clay found at the 
base of a nearby mountain, 
which actually once had 
been a graveyard for real 
elephants. The factory 
price was under $5 and 
subject to haggling. 
THESE ARE some 
Hong Kong and Taiwan 
importers, bat your au- 
thentic Vietnamese bufe 
should, at the most, attain 
a height of 2% feet and a 
weight of 70 pounds, which 
was the outer limits for 
shipment back home by 
the Armyand Fleet post 
offlceSi There were two 
basic models: the elephant 
with trunk raised or trunk 
distended. They came in a 
variety of colors from 
royal blue to stoned-out-of- 
mind pink and not exclud- 
ing the original white el- 
ephant. 
There is a legend that 
mail clerks in Vietnam 
used to scatter broken bits 
of bufes. along with leak- 
ing bottles of nuoc mam (the foul smelling dried 
fish sauce), outside their 
APO's to discourage bufe 
senders. 
Polls produce firsts 
Voters gave Kentucky its 
tint woman governor and 
Philadelphia its first black 
mayor, and kept a U.S. 
Senate seat in Republican 
hands for five more years 
in a Washington election 
seen as an endorsement of 
President Reagan's poli- 
cies. 
In other off-year voting 
Tuesday, the widow of 
John Birch Society chair- 
man Larry McDonald lost 
to a less-conservative 
Georgia Democrat in her 
bid to replace her slain 
husband in the House. Mis- 
sissippi voters stuck to tra- 
dition and elected 
Democratic Atty. Gen. Bill 
Ahain as governor, despite 
a bitter campaign in which 
he was accused of having 
had sex with male prosti- 
tutes. 
Several states had refer- 
endums on the ballot. 
Ohioans refused to repeal a 
90 percent income tax in- 
crease. Maine voters 
turned back an attempt to 
ban moose hunting, and 
New Yorkers approved a 
$1 billion bond issue to re- 
pair the transportation 
system. 
Washington's GOP Sen. 
Dan Evans, appointed two 
months ago after the death 
of Democratic Sen. Henry 
"Scoop" Jackson, easily 
defeated liberal Demo- 
cratic Rep. Mike Lowry to 
maintain the Republicans' 
55-45 margin in the Senate. 
'IT'S BEEN a long 60 
days," Evans told support- 
ers as he claimed victory. 
"These have been fantas- 
tic returns for me." 
The 58-year-old former 
governor said Reagan tele- 
phoned congratulations as 
he flew over the Pacific 
bound for Asia. "It was 
gratifying to hear from 
him. I'm hist as pleased as 
I could be," Evans said. 
Lowry had run as a 
critic of the Grenada inva- 
sion and of keeping Ma- 
rines in Beirut, ana said 
Evans was "wrong" to 
support Reagan on those 
and other issues. 
Lowry refused to con- 
cede immediately, but 
with 55 percent of the vote 
counted, Evans had J42.550 
votes, or 54 percent, com- 
pared to 283,329 for Lowry, 
or 46 percent 
Martha Layne Collins. 
Kentucky's 46-year-old 
Democratic lieutenant 
governor, defeated former 
major league baseball 
Ditcher and Republican 
legislator Jim Bunning in 
the race to succeed Gov. 
John Brown Jr., a Demo- 
crat barred by law from 
seeking a second term. 
SHE WILL become the 
nation's only woman gov- 
ernor when she takes office 
and is only the third 
woman ever elected gover- 
nor without succeeding her 
husband 
"We made history and I 
thank you very much," she 
told supporters. "... I 
thank you for making a 
dream come true." 
With 98 percent of the 
vote in, Collins had 525,150 
votes, or 54 percent to 431 ,- 
200, or 45 percent for Bun- 
nlng. Independent 
Nicholas Cubbin ran a dis- 
tant third. 
W. Wilson Goode. 44- 
year-oM son of a share- 
cropper won election in 
PhtodsfohJa as the first 
black mayor of the nation's 
fourth-largest city. Blacks 
now control City Hall in 
four of the six largest U.S. 
cities, including 
Los Angeles and I 
Jobless workers feel ignored by labor unions 
CLEVELAND (AP) - 
Leaders of a small but 
determined group rep- 
resenting the unemployed 
say traditional labor 
unions have ignored the 
needs of the jobless. 
Officials of the Cleve- 
land Council of Unem- 
ployed Workers say the 
council has taken over du- 
ties left unattended by or- 
ganized labor leaders, 
whose   union   members 
have forgotten about fel- 
low workers who lost their jobs. 
"When members are un- 
employed and can't pay 
dues, the union forgets 
about   them,"   Len   Wil- 
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liams, president of Allied 
Industrial Workers Local 
294, said. Williams, 47, 
joined the council when he 
was temporarily laid off by 
Cleveland Hardware & 
Forging Co. He continued 
to work for the council 
when he went back to 
work. 
He said he Is disap- 
pointed that organized la- 
bor hasn't done much to 
help the group. 
"The unemployed coun- 
cil is a totally pro-union 
organization fighting for 
the same goals as labor, 
and deserves its total fi- 
nancial and political sup- 
port," Williams said. 
Linda Waktins, council 
president, said her group 
has received some help - 
but nothing significant - 
from individual locals in 
the AFLCIO, United Auto 
Workers and Teamsters 
Union. She said the council 
has received assistance, 
however, from the United 
Labor Agency, the social 
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services arm of the three 
labor groups. 
THE   COUNCIL   has 
taken on the role here as 
political lobbyist for the 
unemployed, sponsoring 
petition drives and rallies 
seeking extended benefits 
for the jobless. 
Cleveland recorded an 
unemployment rate of 16.7 
percent last year, the 
third-highest rate for 
Ohio's seven largest cities. 
Ohio's unemployment rate 
for October showed a drop 
to 11 percent from 11.5 
percent in September. 
"Some economists tell 
us that mis high unemploy- 
ment among industrial 
workers may last 30 
years," council member 
Alvin Slivka said. 
McDonald's 
really crackin' 
for you. 
(•usage McMuffin 890 Sausage McMuff Jkf with Egg —~ 990 
Introducing wmoimm 
iwH«< McHullln 
Mndwtch i i with teg 
MM«olBMMsm MSMla**... 
IIMIIII MutWn ■ 
Sandwich 
The ooodneaa <* a trash Grade A 
large ago. plus the hearty flavors of 
pure pork sausage, a slice of lasly, 
melted cheese and a toasted, but- 
tared English Muffin 
A patty of pure pork sausage and a 
slice of tasty, melted cheese nestled 
between halves of a toasted English 
Muffin 
Start your day » who*, new My « 
lumii amatuinri- law—aon w 
*NEW 
ASK   OUR   MANAGER   ABOUT 
OUR   STUDENT   BIRTHDAYMfaM&fc 
PARTIES! 
1470 £. WOOSTER STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
A 
A  Might  At  The 
OPERA 
Trouble in 
Tahiti 
by Leonard 
Bernstein 
Opera Gnus 
with adapted music 
from Der Schauspiel, direktor 
by W. A. Mozart 
in a new english version (premier) 
by Roy Lazarus 
Nov. 9,10,11,1983. .8 pm. .Kobacker Hall 
Tickets $6.50, $4.00, $2.50 
CoOaga of Musical Arts.. .Box Office 372-0175 
BowHng Green Slat* Unrvetsfty, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
TICKETS 2 for 1 
November Special153^ 
$4.50 
13 in. One Item Pizza 
FREE 
DEUVERY 
ALL 
MAJORS 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1984 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1985 
You are required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1983 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 
11:30 a.m. 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m. 
ATTEND ONE MEETING * ' ATTEND ONE MEETING 
352-5166 
203 N. Main 
n___ - _ _     Additional 
°P#n 4 P"m- Items 75« ea. 
Expires 11/30/83 
coupon per 
• SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • 
|               SALESALESME jjj 
Gals Levi Super Straights 
Rag. 29.95 Now 17.95 | 
Gals Levi Jrs * 
100* Polyester Single Pleat front < 
Rag 29.95 Now 19.95 
Ckaek out oar Guys n' t 
Gals Sale Racks 
UPT0 70*0FF | 
JEANS N'THINGS \ 
531 Ridge < 
Open M-Thurs 10-8:00 • 
LU            Fri-Sat 10-5:30 y 
g             Sun noon-5:00 * 
SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE 
CO 
< 
CO 
CO 
I 
CO 
CO 
NUTRITIONISTS/HOME ECONOMISTS 
You're Needed 
All Over the 
World. 
A* Peoct Corps home economtin and nomnonun why rhey 
travel ro AHa AMeo and Lortn America They'll f* you Ihey 
ore helping, to dlmlnfch molnumrion by teodimg gordaolno, 
food pwporonon ond preaarvotlon. hygiene and budgeting. 
A* ihem why Peoce Coras Is the roughen Job you'* ever love. 
GRADUATING this WINTER or SPRING? 
Apply NOW for 1984 openings. ATT 
majors considered,  interviews 
Nov. 14 and 15.  Contact the 
Placement Center.  For more info 
call toll free 1-800-521-8686. 
PEACE CORPS 
 SpOrtS- 
Lisa's choice aids BG spikers 
bg news/november 10,1963 7 
by Jean Dtmeo 
sports reporter 
Lin Berardinelli was a versatile- 
htahschool athlete. She competed in 
swimming and played volleyball and 
basketball for Euclid High School. 
But after being recruited for two 
sports, Bowling Green's freshman 
recruit chose the fast action of the 
volleyball court over the strokes of 
ttepool. 
"Volleyball is fast and exciting," 
Berardinelli said. "I swam competiti- 
vely for nine years and it just wasn't 
fun anymore." 
Even though Berardinelli is a fresh- 
man, she was ranked fourth in the 
Mid-American Conference in solo 
blocks last week. 
"Liu is a good blocker, a team 
player and a very coachable person," 
BG head coach Denise Van De Walle 
said. "She has had a tough responsi- 
bilty starting in the mid-blocking posi- 
tion, which is one of the toughest 
positions to play." 
BERARDINELLI LEADS the spik- 
Falcon ruggers 
fall to Miami 
era in blocking with 48 solo blocks and 
S3 block assists for 1.6 blocks per 
game. 
"Lisa comes from a high school 
were the level of volleyball isn't any- 
where near that of college," Van De 
Walle said. "She still needs experi- 
ence in her position, but she has 
adjusted well." 
Berardinelli swam for her high 
school swim team for two years, but joined the women's basketball team 
her senior year. And even though she 
did not swim competitively that year, 
she was still recruited by college 
swim teams. 
"My swim coach wasn't too pleased 
I left the team, but my basketball 
coach really was," she said. "I got 
everything I wanted out of swim- 
ming." 
Berardinelli played on volleyball 
teams throughout her high school 
years, and as her love for swimming 
diminished, her love for volleyball 
increased. 
"Everything I had put into swim- 
ming, I began to put into volleyball," 
she said. "It was really challenging 
because I knew everytime I went out 
on the court there were so many little 
thing* i could Improve." 
BERARDINELLI ATTRIBUTES 
her athletic competitiveness and de- 
termination to her nine years of swira- 
_J taught me to be com- 
petitive because it is a very diaipHned 
sport," she said. "I was always swim- 
ming and I got accostomed to practic- 
ing all the time." 
But the freshman spiker also said 
her brothers taught her the trill of 
Lisa Berardinelli 
J brothers are very athletic and 
I alwayed wanted to compete with 
them when I was younger,'' she said. 
"I knew I had to be good or I wasn't 
allowed to play with them" 
Although Berardinelli came to BG 
to play volleyball, the 5-foot-ll spiker 
said one of the reasons she chose the 
University was because of its aca- 
demics. 
Berardinelli said she narrowed her 
choices to BG and Cleveland State. 
and it was the members of the BG 
volleyball squad that helped her make 
her decision. 
see LSA page 9 
Rec Center 
Fun Run on 
byJeonlSmeo" 
sports reporter 
Jogging is becoming a favorite fit- 
ness activity and leisure pastime for 
many Americans. And, an individual 
dees not have to be a well-trained 
athlete to enjoy the benefits of run- 
The Bowling Green 
rugby team split a double 
header with Miami Univer- 
sity last weekend. A 124 
loss came in the crucial 
first match and cost the 
Falcons the Ohio Colle- 
giate title 
"Our injuries and lack of 
experienced players fi- 
nally caught up with us," 
BG assitant coach Roger 
Mazzeralla said. The Fal- 
cons lost nine of IS starters 
off of last spring's Mid 
American Conference 
championship team. "We 
are young and a bit green 
but we have got an excel- 
lent batch of athletes com- 
ing up," head coach Bill 
cotton added. "I am not 
worried. We will be wait- 
ing for them (Miami) in 
next springTMAC's." 
en w • »        3fi 
the Falcons came out 
roaring in the first match 
to take a quick 4-0 lead. 
Prop B.J. Hunter and lock 
Don Lonsert leveled Miami 
kick receiver Steve Wil- 
liams, who fumbled and 
sent the ball careening to- 
wards th Redskin goal line. 
Falcon flyhalf Scott Huff 
scooped up the ball run- 
ning full tilt and touched it 
down in the corner before 
many on the MU squad 
were aware of what had 
happened. 
MU'S BOB Moses, play- 
ing his final match for the 
Redskins, closed the gap 
with a penalty kick a tew 
minutes later. With the 
first half about to end , 
BG's forwards again set 
another try with a series of 
tremendous tackles deep 
In MU territory. Falcon 
Judd Herman emerged 
from a goalline pile-up to 
score under the posts and 
'   : BG an 8-3 lead at the 
That, however, was the 
end of the scoring line for 
the Falcons as MU's Moses 
put on a one man show to 
give the Redskins the Ohio 
Club squash loses 
The Bowling Green club 
squash team began its 1963 
campaign last Tuesday 
with an interclub exhibi- 
tion loss in nine singles 
matches against a team 
from the Toledo club. 
BG and UT split the 
early matches, but lost 
four of five to the higher 
ranked players. The final 
team score was 8-3. 
squash facilities. BG will 
enter a five-player team in 
this league, which will 
have a two-month season 
beginning in early 1984. 
Participants in Tues- 
day's exhibition from BG 
were Kerry Reynolds, 
Charles Simpson, Ted Wie- 
gan, Terry Parsons, Mike 
Heaney, Jim Hodge, Sean 
Fox, Bea Gorton and Don 
Ragusa. 
The Falcons are cur- 
rently unranked by the 
United States Squash Rac- 
quets Association, but the 
bly compete in 
tournaments at the "C" 
and "D" levels, according 
to Charles Knight, Toledo 
Club professional. 
Mcknight Is organizing a 
Northwest Ohio Squash 
League for team competi- 
tion among the several 
dubs in the area having 
Bowling Green's basket- 
ball team is getting ready 
for their upcoming season, 
as they begin Saturday, 
Nov. 26 against Findlay 
Collage at 1:30 p.m., in 
BG's Anderson Arena. 
The Falcon cagers are 
coming off a Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference regualar 
season championship, and 
with only one loss in the 
starting line up gaurd Da- 
vid Greer, BG looks to 
have the talent to make it 
two straight. 
. Saturday, the Recreation 
Club, in conjuction with the Student 
Recreation Center, will sponsor a one 
mile Fun Run open to University 
students and Bowling Green resi- 
dents. 
A five kilometer race will also be 
held along with the Fun Run for the 
more competitive runner. 
PARTICIPANTS IN both events 
will race around the intramurals field 
on Alumni Drive and around the BG 
information booth. 
The Fun Run will begin at 11 a.m. 
and the five kilometer race at 11:30 
am 
"We want to promote jogging for 
fitness, leisure, social interaction and 
to Increase cardiovascular ffrcuja- 
sponsors 
Saturday 
Won," Sharon Szalay. vice presi 
of the Rec Club, said about the Fun 
Run. 
Szalay said young children, senior 
citizens, other BG community mem- 
bers and students participated in the 
first annual race last year. 
"The race is not a competition, so 
there will be no first or second prize," 
she said. "But every runner will re- 
ceive a prize as they cross the finish 
line." 
Coupons and T-shirts prizes were 
donated by BG merchants for the Fun 
Run, Szalay said. 
THE WINNER of the five kilometer 
race will receive a $25 gift certificate 
from the Rec Center, and their name 
will be engraved on a plague in 
Eppler South. Also, winners in each 
age group will receive a $5 gift certifi- 
cate. 
Szalay said the dormitory floor or 
organization that has the most partic- 
ipants entered in both races will be 
given free use of the club pool for one 
outing 
title. "Maybe our first two 
scores came a little too 
easily," BG captain Dave 
Meyer said. "We lost a 
little of our momentum 
and Miami is good enough 
to exploit any kind of a 
letdown." 
Moses   edged   Miami' 
closer with a penalty kick I 
to make it 84. He then 
reeled off a SO yard sideline 
taunt through a good por- 
ion of the Falcons' defense 
for a try, putting MU in the 
lead for the first time, 1M. 
His conversion kick closed 
out the scoring, giving the 
championship with a 12-8 
victory. 
Though the damage had 
already been done, the Fal- 
cons gained a small mea- 
sure of revenge by beating 
MU 7-3 in the nightcap. 
With both teams out to 
prove something, the 
match was a low scoring, 
but very physical affair. 
BG's Pat Cook opened the 
scoring with a penalty kick 
only to have it matched by 
Mil's Tom Sullivan a few 
minutes later. Then with 
time running out. BG cen- 
ter Chuck Smith roared 
through a seam in the 
Redskin defense for a try 
and the necessary points 
for a 7-3 Falcon victory. 
THE FALCONS closed 
out their fall season with a 
21-2-2 record and an over- 
all 1983 record of 48-4-4. 
Despite the loss to MU, the 
Falcon ruggers were in- 
formed late Sunday night 
they had again been made 
the 16-team Midwest re- 
fional in next spring's na- 
lonal championship 
playoff. This makes the 
fifth straight year the Fal- 
cons have made the Mid- 
west regionals. 
BG will open their spring 
season with a four-match 
tour of the south, along 
with matches against Ohio 
State, Purdue, and the 
MAC tournament. 
Standard 
Reg 87C Limil 16 
Resistors 
Reg 1.07 Limit 16 
Autolite 
Spark 
Plugs 
IMPROVESMILEAGE 
Alter mfg's $2.00 rebate 
on 2 gal purchase 
Prestone Anti-Freeze 
Sale 3.77 Limit 4 gallons 
49* 
~»a#     After mlg'a $2.00 rebate 
Prestone 
Anti-Freeze Tester 
Sale 2 49 AF1420 
' 40 Month Reg. 32.88 
OO.OO       50 Month Reg. 41.88 
44.00       60 Month R«g. 47.88 
All batteries with exch. For most cars and light trucks 
Save 3i> 
IB M 
68* 
Snap 
Windshield 
Washer 
Solvent 
Reg 99C Limit 2 
Gallon 
28* 
Snap 
Gasline 
Anti-Freeze 
Reg. 33C Limit 6 
12oz. each 
74.88 
Torque 
Starter 
Batteries 
Reg 77.88 
72 Month With exchange 
Save up to '6.00 5.88 
Booster Cables 
BC 704 Reg 6.88 12 It 
14.88 
Cobra 
Booster Cables 
16 Foot Reg 20.95 8 guage 
400 amp with Cobra clamps 
.^with Snow Tires 
&Z4& . 
Super Retread! 
Snow Tires 
19.88 
A78x13 
,s., 5.88 
Relined Brake Shoes 
Reg  6 88 For mosi domestic cars 
25.000 miles rated 
Axle Set D.88 
Original Equipment 
Quality Disc Pads 
Reg  7 95 For mosi domestic cars 
25 000 miles rated 
.with Replacement Parts 
9.88 ' Axle Set 
New Premium 
Brake Shoes »ith exch 
or New Disc Pads 
Reg 11 49 & 90S Both lor most 
domestic cars 50.000 milei rated 
19.88 
Disc Brake 
Reg. 25.95 With exc 
■  SIZE REG 
1 878x13  22.SS 
E78x14 ....    26 11 ■K     F78X14  ....    2».M ■    G78x14  31.M ■     G78x15  •1.M 
V     H78x15  
    32.SS 
L78x15  31.M 
■V                        F.E.T .33 .•3 
From 
75.95 
New Radiators 
With exchange Reg. From 80.95 j 
From 
25.95 
Mew Heater Cores 
Rewianufactured 
Master Cylinders 
Reg 24.95 With rebuild, exch  for 
most domestic cart 
Mos'-MCorct 1080 S. MAIN 354-3966 
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BG goal keeper Bucher has net results 
Bowling Green's Kim Bucher goes after a shot on goal during last Sunday's match against 
Xavier. 
tag news stalf/Patrick Sandor 
by Stave Qulnn 
sports reporter 
When former Bowling Green 
goalkeeper Joe Koury graduated 
last year, the big question became: 
can Kim Bucher take Koury's 
place? It was no secret Bucher had 
a tough void to fill as Koury didn't 
leave the BG soccer team until he 
notched his name in the Falcon 
record books three times. 
But not only has Bucher fit into 
Koury's shoes, he has already 
erased one of Koury's records and 
is on his way to breaking a record 
belonging to former BG player and 
now head coach Gary Palmisano. 
Die junior goalkeeper has a 
goals against average of .63, and 
with one match remaining, he will 
probably break Palmisano's re- 
cord GAA of .78, which was set in 
1972. 
"I think that is good," Palmi- 
sano said. "Records are made to be 
broken." 
Koury's record that Bucher 
broke was for most shutouts (10). 
Bucher currently has 12, with two 
of them coming against highly re- 
spected Cleveland State and Wis- 
consin-Milwaukee. 
He also left third-ranked the 
nation, Indiana, scoreless in regu- 
lation time. That performance 
brought Bucher a great deal of 
praise from IU coach Jerry Yeag- 
ley. 
"That really meant a lot to me," 
Bucher said. "Veagley is a very 
respected coach." 
THE FALCONS are somewhat 
lucky to have the services of 
Bucher because he did have other 
options, including a chance to play 
baseball for division II powerhouse 
Marietta. 
"I got a letter from Kent Tekulve 
(pitcher for the Pittsburgh Pi- 
rates), who played at Marietta," 
Bucher said. "But I got recruited 
for soccer more. After visiting BG, 
I told my mother if he offers me 
money I am going to go there." 
Since he had a 34-2-3 record at 
Centerville High, it is little wonder 
that Bucher did receive some 
money. 
When Bucher did arrive at BG be 
was forced to take a back seat to 
Koury for two years. He only 
played in five matches in each of 
those first two years, surrending 
only four goals. All four goals came 
at the hands of IU, when he entered 
the match for Koury and he was 
forced to make his collegiate debut 
against one of the nation's top 
teams. 
In his sophomore year Bucher 
did not allow a single goal in 117 
minutes of play, and shared a shut- 
out with Koury. 
However, when it came time for 
Bucher to demonstrate what skill 
he had, he was a junior and still 
had minimal experience in the net. 
"THE FIRST YEAR I came here 
I didn't play and I expected that," 
Bucher said. "In my second year I 
still did not play and I felt I could 
have played. I am not trying to 
take anything away from Joe 
Koury. he was a good keeper." 
Bucner's junior year speaks for 
itself with achievements, but the 
Falcons' keeper credits his strong 
defense for his success. 
"It helps when you have a good 
defense in front of you," Bucher 
said. "A really big surprise is Joe 
Barros. He has really done a hell of 
a job and has improved so much. 
He is one person that does not get 
enough credit. Tod (Johnson) is 
another person that does not get 
enough said about him." 
But, Palmisano has not taken 
credit away from the person who is 
about to erase a record that stood 
for 11 years. 
"I always felt that Kim had the 
physical capabilities, it was just a 
matter of time," Palmisano said. 
"People were wondering if Kim 
could fill Joe Koury's shoes, but we 
knew he just as good a job or 
better." 
Right now the only thine on 
Bucner's mind is this Sunday's 
match against Evansville. A win 
would assure the Falcoik. ■ bid to 
the NCAA tournament. 
"We know that we have to win 
it," Bucher said. "If this were a 
game in the middle of the season 
we would still handle it in the same 
way. It is going to be a very intense 
game. 
"Right now you can't assume 
anything. If you do you can have a 
lapse and everything would be 
gone." 
A retrospective look at Bucher's 
success and the team's record indi- 
cate that Bucher and Co. are used 
to playing teams of Evansville's 
caliber and coming out on top. 
Maybe that is why the Falcons 
have spent the last four out of five 
weeks in the nations' Top 20. 
BGSCI Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting 
applications for 
/ The GavelA 
EDITOR 
Term Beginning Spring Semester 
Apply: 106 (University Hall 
Deadline: Tuesday, November 15, 5pm 
TAKE 
A 
DAY 
OFF... 
.. .from smoking. 
Join the Great Americanf 
Smokeout 
USFL affecting Cleveland? 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The United 
States Football League's flirtations 
with the Cleveland Browns' two quar- 
terbacks - and particularly veteran 
Brian Sipe - have contributed to toe 
Browns' mediocre performance over 
the past six weeks, Coach Sam Rutig- 
liano indicated yesterday. 
"It's very obvious that prior to this 
scenario, we were 3-1," said Rutig- 
liano, whose club is now 5-5 heading 
into Sunday's National Football 
League game against the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers. 
Rutigliano at times seemed irri- 
tated by questions about Sipe, who 
flew to New York on Tuesday for 
negotiations with the USFL's New 
Jersey Generals. Those talks stale- 
mated, and the Generals announced 
later Tuesday they would no longer 
pursue Sipe. 
"Let's drop the subject." Rutig- 
liano said. "To sit here and say to a 
football coach that his two quar- 
terbacks, who have during the course 
of a 10-week period made serious 
moves toward leaving and going to 
another team, and say that I'm not 
involved in that is absolutely naive. 
"But I'm telling you right now that 
I've got to keep this thing in perspec- 
tive, because my responsibility is to 
the Cleveland Browns. I can't make 
Kdements for other people here. But 
say that it's not upsetting the Cleve- 
land Browns is absurd." 
SIPE, WHOSE contract with the 
Browns runs out at the end of the 
season, began negotiations with 
Browns' owner Art Modell on Mon- 
day, but was reportedly unimpressed 
with Cleveland's first offer.,    . 
THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS 
PROHIBITING PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS DURING SNOW, ICE, OR SLEET CONDITIONS. 
THE REGULATIONS PROHIBIT PARKING ON THE DESIGNATED STREETS (INCLUDING ALL CUL-DE-SACS) DURING 
"SNOW EMERGENCIES." A "SNOW EMERGENCY" CAN BE DECLARED IF SNOW. ICE. OR SLEET IS FORECAST. AND 
IN ANY CASE WILL AUTOMATICALLY BECOME EFFECTIVE WITHOUT A DECLARATION WHEN THE SNOW DEPTH 
REACHES TWO INCHES. 
IF A SNOW EMERGENCY BECOMES EFFECTIVE BETWEEN 7:00 A.M. AND 9:00 P.M., MOTORISTS HAVE TWO HOURS IN 
WHICH TO REMOVE THEIR VEHICLES FROM THE DESIGNATED STREETS. 
IF THE SNOW EMERGENCY BECOMES EFFECTIVE BETWEEN 9:00 P.M. AND 7:00 A.M., MOTORISTS HAVE UNTJL 9:00 
A.M. lu .^.'.:?"= THEIR VEHICLES FROM THE DESIGNATED STREETS. 
VEHICLES REMA1NINO ON TIIE DESIGNATED STREETS IN VIOLATION OF THE REGULATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO 
BEING TOWED AT OWNER EXPENSE. 
IF A PARTICULARLY BAD STORM IS FORECAST. ADDITONAL STREETS MAY BE DESIGNATED IN THE DECLARATION 
OF EMERGENCY. IF THIS SHOULD HAPPEN. EVERY EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO NOTIFY THE NEWS MEDIA AND TO 
POST TEMPORARY "NO PARKING" SIGNS. 
THE DESIGNATED STREETS ARE CALLED "SNOW STREETS." THEIR NAMES ARE PRINTED 
BELOW. AND ARE ALSO BEING PUBLISHED IN THE "LEGAL NOTICES" SECTION OF TODAY'S 
DAILY SENTINEL-TRIBUNE. THEY WILL BE PUBLISHED ACAIN ON NOVEMBER 17 AND 
NOVEMBER 23. ALONG WITH THE FULL TEXT OF THE REGULATIONS. "SNOW STREET" SIGNS 
HAVE BEEN ERECTED ON SNOW STREETS. IT IS POINTED OUT. HOWEVER. THAT THE ABSENCE 
01 SIGNS WILL NOT RELIEVE MOTORISTS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPROPER PARKING 
THOUGH THE CITY WILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO INFORM THE PUBLIC OF THE EXISTENCE 
OR PROBABLE DEVELOPMENT OF WEATHERCONDITIONS REQUIRING REMOVAL OF MOTOR 
VEHICLES FROM SNOW STREETS, MOTORISTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING PROBA- 
BLE OR EXISTING WEATHER CONDITIONS AND REMOVING THEIR VEHICLES IF REQUIRED BY 
FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS: 
NORTH-SOUTH STREETS 
Wot Poe Road lo Vu t imp Ron) withla corporsttoa limits 
Froai EaM Woosler Street sonlaertv "tlala coraornlton Harts 
Seed RMft Road lo Clay Strwi 
EM Poc Road to Napoleon Road 
("oaaeaei Aveaae to Vaa Caaip Road 
Weat Wooster Street to north*m corporatloa limits 
Weal Woosler Street to Weal Pot Road 
Naaokoa Road to Gypsy Laae Road 
Eattrtkafta 
Norsk corporation limits lo Roale a latcrduusge. except that parkia| Is penalties' at parfctaf aarters dariag Ike 
•oars of partial meter operalloa aaless ipecifkall) prohibited la a Declaration of EaKTftacy 
East Wooster Street lo Napoleon Road 
Pearl Street lo Mciroee Street 
Nortaera corporation llsaits lo II>duke Dilcfc attain 
corporation Dalits 
Napokoa Road to East Poc Road 
East Woosler Street to Naaokoa Road 
East Woosler Street lo Napoleon Road 
EM Woosler Street to East Poc Road 
Saad RMfe Road to West Poc Road srMksa corporatloa limits 
EAST-WEST STREETS 
North Grove Street to Mitchell Road 
Soata Mala Street lo eastern lenaiaas la Sladinm View Aparlmeal Compiei 
North Grave Street lo Thnrstin Aveaue 
Badcssh Road lo eastern corporation Hmlu 
Brim Road 
Campari Has Road 
Canrca Street 
Dnabrtdee Road 
Fairview Aveaae 
HaaklasRaad 
North Grove Street 
Bets Road 
Lafayette Boakvard 
Main Siren 
MaavnV Aveaoc 
MsrHieili Street 
Mercer Road 
Prsspirt Street 
Sooth CoUeee Drive 
SaatkSaauast 
IA 
Aveaae lo Daaarttfee Road 
Haahias Raad lo Woad Coaaty Hoaphal 
Mam Street to West Woosler Street 
Road lo Daahrtdfc Road 
Mala Street lo Mercer Raad 
Mala Street lo Wkaterfaraca Road 
Mala Street lo Betas Raad 
Grave Street M Haakias Road 
corporation Hanks to DaabrMfe Road except ihsi parltlat k perasMled at parmlaf Barters daftaf lac 
at parluag melee npecaucata ike IN Nock of EM Wooster Street aad ike 1M alack of Waal Wooster 
nnesas specifically praalkkad la a Decsaratiea of Saaw raenran.ee. 
North 
Soata 
North 
Wi 
CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING: 
Caart      Carter, Hal Drive Fseadak Aveaae       Madison Coart       Raaek Coort 
Caaet Clark Street HimBll l Coact        Metroee Caart        Roecwood Coort 
akaiianssd Caarl Caaaary Oak Drive     Italy Caart Monroe Caart        Saarke Drive 
Carat Bead Data a ad Caart Jaka Caarl Partrtdte Laae       ToarakM A* 
Irk Caart Res Caart r%ardss Caarl        Vak Coart 
BUCKEYE 
POTATO CHIPS    89* 
REGULAR OR "RIDGIE" 8 oz. PACKAGE 
ONE POUND PACKAGE $1.49 
$1.19 DIET-OR-REGULAR 7-UP or LIKE 6 PACK CANS 
COLD SCHMIDT OR GENESSEE 
BEER BALLS 
COLD 24 RETURNABLE BOTTLES 
RACKETEERS 
D.Q. BUILDING RR. TRACKS 
GO 
FALCONS 
"On 
Nov. 17th, 
adopt 
a friend 
who 
smokes." 
Help a tnend get through 
the day without a cigarette 
They might just quit 
lorever And that's 
important Because good 
Irlends are hard to find 
And even tougher to lose 
THE GREAT 
AMERICAN 
I     SMOKEOUT 
352-0564 1450 E. WOOSTER ST. 
CARRY OUT ONLY 
1/2 lb. Burger & 1/2 lb Fries 
& a Large Coke $2.49 
Full Slab Barbecued Ribs 
.    1/2 lb Fries & Large Coke $6'^ 
For one  very hungry person   or 
enough to satisfy two! 
CROWD PLEASER! 
20 pcs. of Fried Chicken 
(5 breasts-5 thighs-5 wings-5 legs) 
2 lbs Fries - 4 lg. cokes $9.99 
No other discounts on these 
Special Offers 
Expires Nov. 6, 1983 
•d*reycWee,-Jw ¥1 
MCA, 
ISAI-GRfr 
GRF PSYCH/  ™[l[ 
GRE BIO   / WSKP 
DAT - Vfll /   NMB 
GMAT    MCFMG 
PCAT    /fUl-VQE 
OCA!    /NOB-NPB 
MAI   / RN BDS 
SSAI /   CF" 
PSAI / , 
SAI   / 
mi •afraasiK. 
S1CH.illlu.cl mi 
536-3701 
3350 Scxer Rd 
Suit. Ml 
t"ri.-s>iv 
ar>a>,.utc>« %*ne •.«« <M '..*• Ca».u 
CSU *Slt ••!!   IS* 111 I 111 
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Dollars in sports don't make sense 
bg news/november 10,1983 9 
Every time there is a controversy in 
sport it always seems to involve 
money. It brings about the question: 
Why do athletes play their respective 
sports; for the almighty dollar or as 
sports were originally Intended, to 
win. 
Baseball appears to be the biggest 
culprit, being the first sport to haR the 
season during session with a strike 
two years ago. 
Baseball's annual tree-agent draft 
was held last Monday and many 
yera, including the Montreal 
s' Manny Trillo were busy 
ig ready to count their riches as 
r
 were drafted. 
>'s contract demands caused 
him to be traded twice from league to 
league in the pest year, before he 
became a free agent after this past 
season. 
TRILLO BNT the only example. In 
previous years, Steve Garvey, Pete 
Rose, George Foster and Ken Griffey 
have all deserted their former teams 
for the big bucks, leaving teams on 
which each earned World 
Championship rings. 
Doesn't it seem odd that in all the 
confusion of the draft, players would 
be more concerned with signing with 
the teams that have the chance to go 
to the World Stries. That is the goal of 
every baseball player today. Or is it? 
Baseball is not the only sport to be 
excused as football, basketball, 
hockey and boxing have all thrown 
their collective hats into the rat race 
for the pot of gold. 
In football, after last year's strike- 
shortened season, the United States 
Football League has given the players 
yet another alternative and another 
bargaining tool to raise football 
players' already sky-rocketing 
salaries. 
College football players were the 
first to cash in on the opportunity for 
the money. Running backs Kelvin 
sideline 
by ted passante 
sports reporter 
Bryant, Tim Spencer and Herschel 
Walker were Just a few of the names 
who passed up the chance to play in 
the NFL to play in an unestablished 
league for the big money, of course. 
THIS B not to say that money was 
the only factor the players weighed 
when making their decision. But when 
Tim Spencer inked his contract at a 
news conference last spring, he said 
that he wanted to be able to say a few 
years down the road that he, along 
with the other college superstars 
helped pave the way for the USFL's 
crediblfty as an established football 
league. 
That seems like a highly admirable 
reason for joining the USFL, but was 
that really a reason? 
National Football League 
quarterbacks Steve DeBerg and Paul 
McDonald along with defensive 
standouts and holdouts Mike Havnes 
and Jeris White are now using the 
league as leverage to find tne road to 
financial wealth. 
Gary Barbara, formerly of the 
Kansas City Chiefs just signed a 
contract with the New Jersey 
Generals, ending his search for 
financial security. 
Basketball Joined the race for the 
money as the free-agent draft started 
a few years ago. Former Cleveland 
Cavaliers owner Ted Stepien lured 
Scott Wedman. Bobby Wllkerson, 
James Edwards and almost signed 
Otis Birdsong (he was saved of the 
Cleveland catastrophe via a trade to 
the New Jersey Nets) into the fold of a 
team that eventually took a dive into 
the depths of the National Basketball 
Association's Central Division 
basement. 
THE REST of the NBA is like a 
three-ring circus, forcing everyone to 
check the team rosters daily to see 
what new addition took place as 
money continues to fly almost 
everywhere. 
Hockey hasn't had nearly the crisis 
as the National Hockey League'sfree- 
agent rule is much more restrictive to 
rising salaries. This is due to the 
rule that forces the 
J team to relinquish players in 
for the free-agent signed. 
This is not to say that hockey is 
without its share of problems, as 
Montreal Canadien head coach Bob 
Berry was shocked to find all the 
individual performance clauses in his 
player's contracts. It is now 
commonplace ss—sl teams in the 
NHL to give players contracts with 
team performance incentives. 
This trend in the Montreal 
organization could explain the empty 
spot In the Canadien trophy case SB 
the New York Islanders nave been 
taking care of the trophy nicely for 
Boxing has been going downhill for 
many years now. Since the final 
retirement of Muhammad All, 
heavyweight boxing's popularity has 
dwindled and the popularity soon 
shifted into the lower weight classes 
with Roberto Duran and Sugar Rav 
Leonard plucking the bucks from the 
hands of boxing promoters. 
NOW IT seems it is Marvin 
Hagler's turn to get a piece of the pie, 
thanks to Duran. 
Hagler was anxiously waiting for 
someone with a big name in boxing to 
challenge him, enabling the fight to be 
worth his biggest payday ever. 
All of this seems to tarnish the 
Image of sports, whose image leaves 
a lot to be desired. 
It leaves me with just one comment 
for ail the athletes out there. Forget 
about the money involved and get 
back to competing to win in sports, 
which is what sports is supposed to be 
all about. It would make all the fans a 
lot happier. 
NBA commissioner O'Brien 
resigns after eight years 
NEW YORK (AP) - Larry 
O'Brien resigned yesterday as 
commissioner of the National Bas- 
ketball Association, effective Feb. 
1,1984, when his contract expires. 
O'Brien, commissioner since 
June 1,1975 said he had rejected a 
contract, offered by a four-mem- 
ber owners' committee, that would 
have run through the 1984-85 sea- 
son. 
•It is with decidedly mixed emo- 
tions that I stand before you," 
O'Brien said at a news conference. 
"The decision that led me to my 
announcement today was HWBg 
the most difficult I have had to 
make. 
"There were so many accom- 
plishments of which I am proud 
and believe we have moved the 
NBA to the forefront of profes- 
sional sports leagues. But there 
have been disappointments along 
the way and goals not realized." 
Before being named commis- 
sioner of the NBA on June 1,1975, 
succeeding the late Walter Ken- 
nedy the 66-year-old O'Brien was 
best known for his involvement in 
politics and as a skilled mediator. 
HE WAS ONE of John F. Kenne- 
dy's closest advisers during the 
1980 presidential campaign and, 
after it, was named Postmaster 
General. O'Brien also served as an 
aide to President Lyndon Johnson; 
chairman of the Democratic Na- 
tional Committee during 1970-72; 
and director of Sen. George Mc- 
Govern's unsuccessful presidential 
campaign against incumbent Rich- 
ard MTNixon in 1972. 
It was O'Brien's office in the 
Watergate Hotel which was broken 
into, the spark which kindled the 
Watergate scandal, 
Less than one year after O'Brien 
became NBA commissioner, tne 
league ended an expensive war 
with the rival American Basketball 
Association by merging with the 
younger league, absorbing four of 
its franchises. The NBA grew to its 
present 23-team size when it added 
a franchise In Dallas in 1980. 
Perhaps the most noticeable 
rules change during O'Brien's ten- 
ure was the adoption, in 1979, of tne 
three-point field goal. It had been 
one of the unique pro basketball 
rules which had seemingly died 
with the NBA-ABA merger. 
DURING HIS TENURE as com- 
missioner, the league-wide gate 
receipts doubled and the revenues 
from television networks increased 
300 percent. 
O'Brien also has overseen the 
development of NBA Properties 
into a full-fledged licensing and 
marketing arm of the league, 
whose aim Is to increase public 
exposure for the NBA and to bring 
additional revenues to the league 
and its member teams through 
licensing and sales of team and 
league-endorsed merchandise. 
OSU to begin without a center 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio 
State may have to face the touring 
Yugoslavian National basketball 
team tonight without the Buckeyes' 
two leading centers. 
Keith Wesson, a 6-foot-9 sophomore 
from Niles, Ohio, definitely is out of 
the lineup for the Yugoslavian exhibi- 
tion as well as the Buckeyes' first two 
regular-season games with Akron and 
Maryland. 
Wesson was ruled ineligible by the 
LISA 
"The girls were all really nice when 
I met them." she said. f'l felt wel- 
come, and they made me feel like I 
was one of them." 
THE FRESHMAN middle-blocker 
said this year's pre-season Was a 
difficult-period because she saw the 
other BG spikers had mere-developed 
skills. But she said that gave her 
incentive to improve her own skills. 
NCAA for playing in two non-sanc- 
tioned amateur games last summer in 
the Columbus area. 
Ohio State's other leading candi- 
date at center, 6-10 Alan Kortokrax, 
has not practiced all week because of 
muscle spasms in his lower back. 
Coach Eldon Miller lists the sopho- 
more from Delphos, Ohio, as doubtful 
against the Europeans. 
If Kortokrax is not able to 
Miller indicates he will swit 
forward Joe Concbeck into the pivot 
and move 6-3 Dave Jones from guard 
to forward to fill Concheck's spot. 
The Buckeyes can use freshmen 
Clarence McGee and Dennis Hopson 
at forward along with leading scorer 
Tony Campbell. Holdovers Ron 
Stokes and Troy Taylor will open at 
guard. 
Wesson says he was shocked when 
told of the decision Tuesday. 
•from page 7. 
"The other girls are so encourag- 
ing," Berardinalli said. "They really 
helped me a lot and no one ever will 
ever let you down." 
"It may be hard for the seniors 
because they think a freshman's skills 
are inadequate," she said. "But they 
are encouraging because they can 
remember when they were freshman 
and understand." 
Berardinelli is the tallest Falcon 
spiker, but she said height does not 
equal success in volleyball. 
"Being tall is a definite advan- 
tage," she said. "But you Just cant be 
tall - you have to be coordinated and 
be able to move and jump on the 
floor." 
THIS WEEKEND! 
* 1 
tv kUA • 
IF i    . .  J      i 1 tmW JJjWU Wws   r   *♦ *" 
FALCONS vs. ILLINOIS-CHICAGO FRI/SAT 7:30pm 
YOUR Falcon* return home this weekend after a two-game sweep of arch-rival 
Michigan State. Tickets for this weekend's series vs. the Flames of Illinois-Chicago are 
priced at $4.00 for general admission and $5.00 for reserved. Stop by the Memorial 
Hall Ticket Office daily from 9-5 for your hockey tickets. Be there! 
CINEMA 142 
THURSDAY STUDENTS | 
WITH VALID IDS 
ONLY ii on 
ALL NEWI LIVE! 
RICHARD PRYOR 
HERE AND NOW (R) 
AT 7:30 A 9:16 
BARGAIN PRICES NOT 
VALID ON   "THE PRODIGAL" | 
AT 7:00 4 t-.IO (PO) 
CLA-ZEL 
ALL SEATS ONLY 
-SEAMOMINIRr 
l-^SJj        l JAMS SONS). I 
.F     hrtfll>V 
liars 
7:30 t 9:146 
REYNOLDS ot HEATHERDOWNS/867-9123      SECOR at SYIVANIA/473-0662 
Thursday is College I.D. Night 
LIVE ROCK & ROLL 7 NIGHTS A WEEK 
THANJUSTA 
I WITCH. GOLD' 
You work hud ill 
your life and what 
do you jet? 
Well, depending 
on where you work, 
you could get cancer. 
Over the next 
several years the * 
American Cancer 
Society will be con- 
ducting more research 
into certain lifestyles 
and exposures which 
could increase caaoer 
mortality. 
So know the 
risk*. 
Don't smoke. 
Look for the 
warning signs of 
cancer. 
And retire not 
only with a gold 
ticker. 
Butaheahhy 
oae, also. 
CONTACT 
LENSES SALE 
ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES 
Bring in your soft lenses 
and trade up to extended 
wear lenses and receive 
OFF 
10 bg news/rvovemtw 10. 1963 
classifieds 
~     -   - re»e a* 40- per eae.S1.SI      ■!■!■   MIS TY**   W   art* pa 1 
WWWA 26 10 90 KKW pa ka. 
CMMVCITY IVOMT1 Uv W "«v-pro«. puMc eervBe ecevae* •* ee MMH 
OM* tor »> end a lepvar iaaa nereen* 
fiif I'    -— Q----1 ■ "— -—-- Friday « 4 00 p m IN 
dMdfeW tar tM Tuesday •0»on 
~ll|-|f torn* ee I ltolll.1 H*M Stows .re— 1M Urtiae», He*. 
MM. nradM 10 WeetervBe.'Colum 
bu* ra. Nov. 21 »I! MIW 
w/g*s C* Room 354-1493 or 372- 
2301.  
da ed 1 
CAMPUSJCITY EVENTS 
CHOW (day Student Union) MasSng 
Kmlghl a Si Thorns* Moor* n Res 
gloua  Ed.   Room.   Al  weloorne  to 
■Mnd. The cheap* ■ your*.  
ONADUATE STU0CNT1 
PIMM Jon Us. Han. Nov. 10 from 
8 30-12 30 In Prout OMng MraVU- 
mon tor an xaMng with MKHAEL 
RATE. SponiorM by GrtUlt Slu- 
I Ctub-AMC* KTO 
Man    Nov    14.   7:30pm,   110   BA 
Dna Aim fiom SMvlbt tpNt- 
Kg about mar now computer system 
I a effects on QM's Oepts 
ASM immtura mo mvttodl 
NEED A rn»Y MCAKT 
Then COM 10 the Eppler South gym 
M S:M tonight to no tho loess fieea 
FM   104 pKMd aoMna the   Sigma 
PW Epaton A*V4Mar* M lha biogeet 
Imaiessl am ol the roar. Pro- 
ceed* wHl benefit tho H**rt Fund 
SUP doaatow taken a Mi* door. 
8CECMEETIN0 
SUN..  NOV.   13.   7:00.   112  BA. 
QUEST   SPEAKER.   RUTH   JOHN- 
SON   AH WELCOME 
Thsr* «*j be an Intanatoria Baa- 
none »**ncla*on moeeng today m 
200 Moaatoy at 5 30  Al an *•> 
coma.  
The Worm Student AaaoOMton 
German Coffee Hour* 
TluadayNov  10. 3:00 
SMa ahow on Qarmany and AuaWa 
LOST AND FOUND 
Loa Oy. amen -ratine collar <e*t- 
■HH.W I    n*er    Crtm,    Loa 
IDStH* He*** halpl SS4-U47 
LOtT: MQ ArTWAAO 
Danxxvd 4 90M necluace great sa*. 
mantal vaeje Loaajptovm, Thus.. 
Nov. 3 Plaaaa cal Oanlaa a 354- 
3145. 
Unrr. Friday. Nav. 11th. Call Co**** 
wmn  
RUa naadM to CormactKut lor 
TtianhagMng break Wl halp w/gaa 
t. Cal 362-2116.  
Ida to OaWmnra. Wart 
araa (or anywhere In tha vtcmrty ) tor 
IhanlagMno Cal Erin 354-4303 or 
taava maaaaga at Psych Dapt 372- 
2301  
SERVICES OFFERED 
HAPPY 1-DAY MM0Y StOESII 
You're ana 'Spaclar unit dkacloc. 
Wa kopa 'your' day ii miad with 
lota al taaijMa and many apadal 
■nanMa. Wa lova youl Tha astora 
of Walla.  
WE  LOVE   OUR   ROSE   8WTEMI 
YOUR AOO pumota.  
TYPt*3: 
riaaaiaiuiis. theetaetc. 
352 0835 or 372-2281 
LOtT: OneRs* 
rOiht M found 
or RMMI and 
Eioont Typing 
e*a 1*4-2211 
eek lor Steve. Cal 352-7305 ■ I S:30pm 
LOST CaMn KMn |aan tocket. Mon- 
day (Oraak ratal Ocl 31. at Same ■ 
Ejdrama paraonal value No ques 
aona aaked upon ralum. Ravnvd 
»20 Cal Snarl 354-1453 
RIDES 
day, too, Style's Ptna-  
SuadMER PROORAM tM FRANCE? 
Intormaaona moating - rtpacaa guaat 
Protease   0    Read   from   Franca. 
Thursday Novembar 10.« 7.30 p m 
a the Fiench house Refieotvnsnts 
IHANKSOMNQ CARDS 
JEANS N- THUGS 
 531 PaPOE  
The German Cajb and WSA Praaent 
German Cottee Hour with food, mu- 
le, and series from Germany and 
AUSTRU Today. 3 00 0 m . Interne- 
Oona Lounge. 16 V 
UPC 
Tueedey. Nov. 15 
6:30 pm. 
Tail Room. Union 
HOC HEEDED TO, NORTH CARO- 
LINA AREA FOR TUESDAY NOV. 
n. RETURNMQ SUNDAY, NOV. 27. 
WsU. HELP WITH EXPENSES. CALL 
OEOROEI72-2S01.  
Fade nasdsa to Ohio Stole November 
11. Wl pay gut. Ako rtaad dda to 
Toronto, or anywhere In the genera 
vtoMy tor TharaagMig (Detroit 
•van). Cat Peggy 354-1683 
RutNa'a Sawing and Alterations 
Lehers and Inaagnaa on lackots and 
awraaaars.   Al   garmanta   must   be 
clean 352-7286  
Store Your Bfce 
StSuna March 18 
S1S.SS Includes lune-uo 
PuroaTa Bka Shop 
 362-6284  
TYPteQ—LOW RATES 
Check out our prosaaaronaty typed 
and wntten raaumea loo 352-5787 
Word Pronrjaayig for laaaach pa- 
para, roaumaa. thaals. nisaartaiions. 
etc Cal PWP - 352-2838  
TUCKER TYPfNG 
eth Year ol Satvtoa 
 Nancy 352 0809  
PERSONALS 
SHOES 
SPORTS 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Take A Study Break 
and 
Join Us For An Evening With 
MICHAEL RAYE 
Singer, Songwriter. His performance includes Croce, Fogelberg, 
Taylor and Dozens More. Scores of Originals. 
TONIGHT 8:30-12:30 
PROUT DINING HALL/UNION $1.00 DONATION 
Sponsored By The Graduate Student Senate 
REC CLUB/SRC RUN FOR LIFE 
mile ll:00om. 5K ll:30om, Registro- 
WHAT: 5K (3.1 miles) ond 1 mile Fun Run 
WHEN:       Saturday. Novambar 12. IMS. 
lion 10:00 om 
WHERE: Bowling Green State University Intramural Fields, located on the west side ol the 
stodium oil Mercer Rd. 
AWARDS"        Pnies lor the SK w.nners.The rtm ploce mole ond lemole »." be honored with the" names 
eng,o«d on o perpetual ploave kepi on d.splay m the Eppler Sovih ComoW.. BGSU In oddmon. each ».ll rtctM a '55 
gill certificate  The first ploce winners m each oge group will receive a '5 gilt cernkote 
"Fro* SRC Club Pool rental to th* organization/club/housing unit that has the 
largest number of participants registered. 
VISORS WILL BE GIVEN TO THE PIRST SO ENTRIES 
ENTRY FEE: '3 (5K) and '1 (1 mile) '3.50 the doy ol the race (10:00 am) 
Register al: 
Student Recreation Center 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
SGSU Student Secteatlon Center 
Cheek us tor loa 
Ma. act—nlng price* 
i N" Thtnga. SSI 
AGO ACnvES-TME TIMES WE 
HAVE SPENT WITH YOU SO EAR. 
AND THE THtvXIS WE HAVE 
LEARNED AND DONE THROUGH 
ALL THE 0000 ANO ALL THE BAD 
MAKES BEfNQ AN ALPHA OAM SO 
MUCH FUN WE LOVE OUR PRET- 
TES-YOUR 83 FALL PLEDGES 
CHEE OMUNGA 
rF YOU'RE LUCKY 
CHEE OMUNGA 
tF YOU'RE LUCKY 
Al Members ol PHI ETA SIGMA 
FRESHMAN HONORARY 
Happy Hours UPTOWN BAR 
Frl Nov. 11th. 4-Bpm 
Free bear, nacho'a A pizza 
MualbrrigC 
and newsletter 
ALL SWEATPANTS 
M.95 HOODS-SI 2.S5 
LAKE tag SPORTS 
Alpha Data PI conpreaeetai Ha new 
Vice Preardant of Pledge Education- 
■any OeWrne. Assistant Pledge Di- 
rector-Qratchen Paapooli. Rush 
Cnamwi Heidi Schueeeler and 
Asaatanl Rush Charman -CoMasn 
Ryan   Baal of sjc* to you In your 
oWtoaal  
Alpha Phi Seniors. Only Mas more 
days III! tha Sneak! Get reedy lor 
tha moat lun you've ever had! Lova, 
TowPssdfpia.        
And Emmerth and Jama Grsaon, Our 
parents day waa a success The time 
and effort that eras put forth by both 
of you la appreciated Thanks" Lova. 
Your Maters ol Phi Mu  
A NIGHT AT THE OPERAI 
Novambar 8. 10. and 11. 
Tickets $6 SO. $4 00, and S2 60 
Buy now. 2 for 11 
Attention all PM Eta Sigma mem- 
bers: don't forget our party Friday, 
Mosanba 11 from 4:00-6:00 p.m. at 
uptown. Bring vow ID and your 
k»t»er for ariaiallarioe.  
Attention OeMsl The Dae Deee went 
to thank you for lha GREAT per- 
errl'i day Ida. N aaa a euper time 
had by am Lova tha D.Q.'s.  
Attention Gamma Pfa Bates, What 
could be more fun than Ice cream 
aunriaas and dynasty Tltanka for tha 
Study break and tha caiones Lova. 
tha Kappa Doowahs ol Kappa Delia 
Captain Donna Homberger Hope 
your awvnming season Is a big 
splash! We re behind you al the way! 
Love your Daa Gee eaters.  
Murray Peralaa Penal 
Nov. 17 at 6 pm Kobacka Hal 
tickets 19 and $7 adults 
S7 and S6 students/sanlor dozens 
Cat 3724)171 
HEY ALPHA OAMSIil 
HEY ALPHA OAMSII! 
TWNK TWINKIII 
THINK TWINKIII 
Oxvjrauavaone Amy McFarand on 
making BOSU'a swmteam' Good 
kick on your season! Lova your Doe 
Ooe aware  
CONuWATMATIONS 
STUOENT COURT STAFF 
UEIAVM OF THE MONTH 
farBapt 
SANOY MOSES 
for Ocl 
MARK JOHNSTON 
 aOOOWORKII  
Daa Kappa Skje We would ake to 
a»ptasa our appracssbon lor tho use 
ol your kitchen and for tha super 
served you gave our sleepy actives . 
Thanks again   Lova. The Alpha Phi 
*. Friends and Fun U SI 
Toms Koffee Haua Nov 13 8 30- 
11:30. 
George Horton (Tech Depl I 
Bring that ad in & gel 
1 free order potato skins 
w» chedda cheese 
LK-I450E  WooeterSt 
No strings Expvse 11/17/83 
ID REQUIRED 
FLAMWQOt. RED HOUSE, MA t 
PA, THANKS FOR THE FANTASTIC 
BRUNCH S MAKING MY 22ND SO 
SPECIAL.    HERE'S    TO    GOOD 
neatm BUCKET.  
From lie Quarry Party to Mr CaJdy- 
ahack'   and    tha    Frisbea   golf 
Chsmptonehlp    'Ain't  No   Mountain 
High Enough' lo stop us from getting 
psyched because we 1 b 'swinging' 
with Alpha Chis' on Saturday Night" 
Love the brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau 
HEY ALPHA OAMSIlf 
HEY ALPHA QAMSfl! 
THINK TWINKI!! 
THINK TWINKIII 
Happy Belated Btthday Rltai We alii 
lova you. Con. Pan. Carol and Jen 
Lon Lubner. I want to party wUh ypu! 
loraghti You bring the tint. II cook 
the can drn From, whose your buddy? 
MAGGIE BROWN 
I'm so excited ro have you aa my ttaa. 
Haras to M the greet Hmea we I hava 
as big and sme See ya toraphn lova, 
your big. 
MARTY-THis le only 3 months MM. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY1 I'm so happy for 
you bothl Good kick! PEOOY 
MONKEY 
I  HOPE  THIS  WEEKEND  IS  THE 
BEST FOR YOU. ME. ANO BRUCE! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY BOTH OF YOUII 
LOVE. THE LITTLE DOLLY 
MORQUE AND SWAMP 
Wilderness Sudfeet Saturday 
SUING STRAWS 
My Bag, Barb Wllke: 
You aura had ma footed   I waa so 
excited when you blew out lha can- 
dle Wei hava so many greet mem- 
ories together Lots ol lova. UT Lorl 
M, tig Pauls John eon. 
I'm  so  gad  you're  my  tag.  even 
though you hava green hair. I can! 
warl lor the fun lanes ahead Lots of 
Love, LUChfta 
NORMAN-Would you like 10 do 
something special on your birth- 
day, or would you rather just suck 
lace? I lova you vary much, you old 
poop-Ethel. 
POWMA 
Sign   tha  petitions  today   in  the 
Union Foyer. Bring them Home. 
RACOUETBALL CLUB DUES $8 
DEADLINE NOV 11 SEND CHECKS 
TO BILL MCCARTHY RM 824 OF- 
FENHAUER WEST CHECKS PAYA- 
BLE BGSU RACQUET8AUL CLUB 
ROSE JOSEPH: Tonight la tha night 
thai you wilt be al aasa, because 
you will finally meet me. Love, your 
big aster. 
T.O's Campus Comer now hat 
ill i ill II li letshlrla. Cuotom prtntr 
«>g Across from from Kohl fM. 
Garnet Ohne. Owner 
CHEf-O 
Chi Os wM be the hroky onee. 
UBO a searching for an aMlllaH ro 
S» Nlanona. StaM t Community 
Altars Co-ordkiator. H kiNaaaMil. 
pleese pick up an appacaeon In 40S 
amdam Sarvtoaa Dal aiiesiedtl 
WhM abom the tangrr 
Sure wM mlee you ffsrya 
dll 
Need f. rmte tor apt Spring Semes 
la Close k> campus, cat 354-2151 
HELP WANTED 
Franctaae Sales Proa - High weekly 
eamrnga In lha wind energy business 
Sand resume to Mr Yeeow. P.O. Boa 
476. Carnegie. Pa  16106 
Wrhera-WrHers-Wrtlers 
a  — - -— —  ^     PafatatMaM  ■aaal    * — ■NBVMBVJB   sVnanVOTW) HI 
storiee tor Conaumer a Voted 
MMta M 37J-024I, Student 
Consumer Union Dora M Cere! 
WrMera-WrHers-WrHers 
Anyone MereMed In 
etoriea tar Ceneumer's Voice 
Magazine, should contact 
MMe M trunn Sladanl 
Coaaaaisr Union Orne M Care! 
Earn doaas aatng Avon Producta 
For more tntorrnatlon pieese cat 
Phyla M 362-6633. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MISS YOOER 
LOVE, THE RECALCITRANT ONE 
Over 11.000,000 dollars 
In scholar ship money goat 
}inawerded each year. Why be lett) 
out? Sand 110 tor application 
Scholarship Research 
505 Jettereon 
Toledo. OH 43604 
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Happy Birthday to Sharon PaneMm 
and Laura TV* Pleese cat them a 2 
3182 to wish them a Happy 20th 
BHhday.  
HAPPY 21M BIRTHDAY 
D.8. JET 
I LOVE YOU. AMWAD 
Heppy 19lh B-DAY JOHNHI Hava tun 
celebrating tonight cool breezei 
 Luv. your   Buday 
Hey Theta CM'el Brrrl It's getting 
colder outside so let's get 
"warmed up" tor the weekend 
tonight We'll be there. 
 Lova, The Alpha Chl's 
HOLIDAY INN-"MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 ALL THE TIMEi  
Lll Lisa Benson. 
Tha day la finally Iwra, 
t tonight we'll have some beer. 
You'll finally know my name 
1 end thla silly game. 
Lova, Your Big Stsrduster. 
STEVEN MATHEY 
Bring this ad In and get 
1 free 
•ANT TOSTADA 
S1LK-I450E  WooslerS! 
No strtngs-Expires 11/17/83 
10 required 
StCSIC: 
THE UNDERGRADUATE STUOENT 
GOVERNMENT WOULD LIKE TO 
COMMEND YOU ON THE FANTAS- 
TIC SPIRIT SHOWN IN MOTIVAT- 
ING STUDENTS TO VOTE. THANKS 
FOR THE SUPPORT! 
SK3 ALPHS Thanks for showing us 
once again that rock n rot wl never 
die las we reived the '50 last Friday!) 
you gotta love those Sig AJphs-iater 
aagators' Love. The Chi O's 
SPECIAL THANKS TO PITTS AND 
DENISE YOU TWO ARE THE 
GREATEST!! KEEP UP THE GOOD 
WORKi WE LOVE YOU! YOUR 83 
FALL PLEDGES 
Students, Ohio based food man- 
ulacturer is seeking part lima sales 
promotion managers. No experi- 
ence necessary. Apply to NEW 
CONCEPTS- P.O. Box 401 Anna, 
Ohio 45302. 
Tha CO—OP program needs your 
help A committee a now forming to 
improve the program Applications 
svaaabta m the USG office Room 
405 Student Service Brdg 
To al the Chi-O's lucky dates. Oat 
ready lor a swinging' lima. Nov 1211 
Cowabunge-rl's CheeOmunga! 
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS' Harvard 
(P/ay) - Vale (wNM) - Princeton 
(navy) - Dartmouth (keay) - North 
Carolne light blue) - USC (whits) ■ 
others $14 00 each poafpasi. Sand 
check lo LMg. Bra 317, Brookhs 
van. MS 30*01 COO orders cal 1- 
601-636-1066. 
BauMui. back 1870 Morcocjo Benz 
280 SE Tan Interior Exoaeant condi- 
tion made A out. Power sfering. 
brakes, wtndowa. AC, canaslla ate- 
reo w/pionear Triax speakers 23 oh 
CB raSo New Peril radkus. Moving 
Muel eel S4.600 or best offer. Tom 
726-1521 9 Bm.-5p.ir,. weekdays 
Do you need help with gas money? 
Dnvlng somewhere tha weekend and 
need rtdera? CM USD DIAL-A- 
R10E 372-0324. 11:30 am - 3:30 
pm Mon.-Fri. 
Need a ride aomewhere ma week- 
end? Cat USD DIAL—A—MOC 372 
0324 11 30 an - 3:30 pm Mon- 
Ffl. 
Feesva Series 
Murray Parana-Plena! 
Nov 17 M 8 P M  Kobackor Hal 
0*1372-0171 
Improve Confidence with Hypnoeta 
362-8777 
Hypnotic Tapes For Improving 
Uemory / Concentration I Perfor- 
mance I AveHebta. 352-»777. 
Btrihdays. get wel. parllaa or lor any 
ocoasMon CM Tha Beaoonmen 352- 
6061 
Morning donut snd ro« deavery 
available from The Getaway 
•M S Main      152-41 «2 
Parcal dapoaHory for Flytng Tigers. 
Puroletor s United Parcal Samoa 
Sears Catalog Merchant 149 N. 
Mam 352-2611 FREE PARKING IN 
REAR 
THE FALCON MATCHING BANOI 
Capture die excltemenl of lha 1083 
saaaon, order your atjum or caaaette 
today! Cray $6 00 ea Charge thru 
Hie Bursar Cat U. Band* M 372- 
2181. 
FOR SALE 
Roaa 10 apd. bicycle, excel cond . 
S160 00 Magnavox 13"portable, B 
S W TV work* wel. $25 00 New 
portable. B A W TV, used once 
$75 00 CM eft*. 7pm. 354-2881 
'12 FORD ESCORT L 
4 Cymder. 4 speed 
38-40 mpg 
Cal 1-2SS-9S12 
after 6 p.m. 
For Rent: Dec 16 thru Aug 20. 
1064. 2 bedrm. townhoua* apt on 
S Summit $235 plus erec < gas- 
,'monlh CM 352-6767 aftor 5 pm 
INFINITY 3.000P Speakers Handles 
20OW maximum - SI* Under Wa- 
ranfy." Orig. $299 each - must seen 
He* for $275/pr   352 3943 
72 Burck Opel 
Comokftety Reconditioned 
Excoeent School or Work Ca/ 
Oat* approx  26-26 mpg 
Cat 1-293-3612 
       aflar 6 p.m. 
Leather Men's Somber Jacket. 44- 
4i. 2yr. old. like near, cal Tom 2- 
CAMERA-SSmm Narkuilltsl FT2 
camera wRh HM NUor tan*. 
1200.00 hrm. Cal Partkfc al 2-2*01. 
FOR RENT 
1 bdrni turn apt. adteoent often 
lowers Aval OK 20 S200/mo t 
low u«J 354-1753 or 352-3408 
RENT FREE TILL JAN > f RMTE 
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
NICE RJRNtSHED APT $10000 
PER MO PLUS ELECTRIC 352 
8271. 
PIEASEII W* need e rooma1*^nale 
or lean, for spring sonometer. 
Large house do** to cwnpus, tow 
rent. 354-1051 
Fum Apt. Very do** to campus, w* 
wM pay January rant lor you. Aral! 
Dec 20. 352-79*6.  
WANTED 
100H wo 
skrts. shirts, blenkets etc lor rug 
mekmg Wl buy CHEAP CM Barb 
823-3033 lbc*n aftar 5pm 
TwoF Roon «le idedSp Sem 
MIDNITE STIOW 
CINEMA 18 2 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
I They couldn't nav* liked each olheij 
less... 
NICK NOLTE 
[EDDIE MURPHY 
® H8HR5. 
To my Pi Alpha partner. Faoah I'm 
reedy lo party with you. Big Gal1 
Thanks lor being such a great friend 
Love you. Hittwoman 
Try something newt VoleybM Intra- 
mural Tournament Entry forme In Rm. 
108 SRC Deacame for entry Is Nov 
1501 
$100/** mo, dean apt MudkjaMmo- 
aphare Cml 354-3010 
One male roommate needed tar 
Spring Semester Wl IV* a*h two 
others m super nice apt. next door to 
campus CM 362-2734. 352 9302 
M. Pjm* n*ed*d lo fl house acroos 
from Kohl (Winter sem | Cat Kath 
352-6163. 
Need 1 mato roommate tor Spring 
semeefer Low rent, tag (unvaried 
apt You pay only lor electric Cat 
soon-352-0630 
Need 4th female to M 2 Ddtm  apt 
352 7365  
Apabianl eiralehr* 
CM aftor 5pm 
 362-6215  
1 bdrm unfurnished apt Free heat - 
comes In handy on those cold winter 
night* Free sewer, and wafer too' 
CM Newtove Mgmt ■ 362-5620 
THE PERFECT APARTMENT!! Vary 
dose to campus, free hea. fum one 
bdrm apt to aubkrl Spr. San Ported 
tor 1 Or 2 rmrnle* or married couple. 
CM 354-2850 or 352-5820 aid ask 
scout 228 S cooege. Apt 0 
ThunMai Apt* has two apt* avaaable 
tor 2nd asmssMr Ethciency. tuty 
carpeted. csbav»on 451 ThuralJn. 
Cat 352-6436 
NEW A»A«TltENT FOR RENT 
1 bdrm . spsdous Mng A kitchen 
Paled lor 1 rnctojienoent person 
or 2 lo anar* 00*1. 
CM 352-0805 *tt*r 2 pm 
Hous** A sots  does to campus lor 
'84-85 school year. 1-287-3341 
*5.2$ 
FOR LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA § 
% 
Expires 11/19/83 
ACROSS              64 Indian VIP                 25 Causing p*nlc 
1 Alplw'8 opposite 65 Cousin of s timid      27 That, In Madrid 
6 Swamplands              soul                           29 Neckline shape 
10 Isolated rock        66 Black                        31 Mediterranean 
N 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
14 Vitamin acid         66 Inter                        port 
15 River past Caen    70 Petry's Girt Friday    32 San  port 
18 Feature of TLC     71 Fowl part                    of Italy 
17 Like 65 Across      72 Keen desires            33 Smelling residue 
19 Senior. In              73 Symbol of                34 Sights at JFK 
Solssons                    hardness                 36 Condition, In 
20 Airport Info                                                        Paris 
21 Money, In a way         DOWN                      36 Before foil or 
22 Deserved                 1 Put to choice                 drome 
24 Musical hiatus        7"          rl'Arthur"         -Ml Di.n 
t ! I 4 
' 
| 
7 1 • to 11 « «> 
14 
( ii 
n 1! 
n H ■PI 
"1 H 
26 Reticence               3 Disney's middle       42 1e»n, for one 
2fi Hems on snort*          nama                        a* cv^tu. 
programs              4 Victorian                    contraction 
30 Cupids                    transport               46 Board a 
34 Branded                 5 Eight: Ger                       Pullman 
37 Northern canal*     6 Enemies                   49 Chemical ending 
39 City on the Oka      7 Btochartd                51 Nobility's wear 
40 Music provider           Borgnlne                  53 Magazine piece 
41 Hal style                 8 Wind direction         55 Mlltle 
M 
hi 
u « 
a* ouxrurry niui           » raMovar                  as tnglrsn nymn 
44 Dues                       ceremony                   writer I : 
»r rvuai rnrciar           iu reraon wno              87 Amount lo 
48 Squirrel away             cries wolf                 58 Henley 
50 Menu offering       11 Eve's ektea!                   participant 
52 Apathy                  12 English composer   59 1944 Nobel 
54 Small creature     13 Orchestral                  physicist 
58 Pursuit* for                Instrument               60 Later 
trendies                18 Bored with               62 Attache* 
61 Pro                 23 Qardnerofthe         66 Diminutive suffix 
it u 
u 
1 : 7i T! 1 
63 Beginning prefix        movie*                     67 Up to now 
EVERYTHING 100MS BEnER 
THROUGH CORREa PRESCRIPTION LENSES 
SNtCU VBION UNS ANO RAMI* 
Including your choice ol over 1.000 currant frame fo*mons. Tkitad. ptostlc. ovar»l«*. 
out of slock lane** priced higher. 
FOR SOFT 
CONTAa 
IENSES 
Care kit and professional 
fa. not Included 
ITB CXAMINID IT N. fsMinil 6. UUI, 0.0. 
•Stondord cloor glass plu* —400 10 — 700 Cyl. 
"Exam priced separately 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
Burlinqlon 
Optical INC 
1616 E. Wooster, 
STADIUM PLAZA, 
Bowluiq Green 
352-2533 
\9S\\   tirwOiO. 
I0H00   OHIO 
312 7020 
11,1 \H.i-, . 
IQltDO OMiO 
4;:    III} 
